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Important Changes
for 1995 
Self-employed health insurance deduction.
The deduction for health insurance costs for
self-employed persons has been permanently
extended. The deduction is increased to 30%
for tax years beginning after 1994. For more
information, see Self-employed health insur-
ance premiums under Guaranteed Payments,
later.

Distribution of marketable securities.  A
distribution of marketable securities made to a
partner after December 8, 1994, is treated as
money in determining whether gain is recog-
nized by the partner on the distribution. See
Distributions From a Partnership, later.

Introduction
This publication explains how the tax law ap-
plies to partnerships and to partners. A part-
nership does not pay tax on its income but
‘‘passes through’’ any profits or losses to its
partners. Partners must include partnership
items on their tax returns.

For a discussion of business expenses a
partnership can deduct, see Publication 535.
Members of oil and gas partnerships should
read about the deduction for depletion in
chapter 13 of that publication.



Certain partnerships must have a tax mat- you can call 1–800–829–4059 with your tax Family Partnership 
ters partner (TMP) who is also a general part- question or to order forms and publications.

Members of a family can be partners. How-ner. For information on the rules for designat- See your tax package for the hours of
ever, family members (or any other person)ing a TMP, see the instructions for Schedule B operation.
will be recognized as partners only if one ofof Form 1065 and Temporary Regulations
the following requirements is met.section 301.6231(a)(7)–1T.
1) If capital is a material income-producingGeneral Information factor, they acquired their capital interestUseful Items

in a bona fide transaction (even if by giftYou may want to see: This section explains what a partnership is,
or purchase from another family mem-how to determine whether a limited liability
ber), actually own the partnership inter-Publication company (LLC) is treated as a partnership,
est, and actually control the interest, orand whether family members can be partners.□ 505 Tax Withholding and Estimated

It also discusses the partnership agreement, 2) If capital is not a material income-produc-Tax
the termination of a partnership, the election ing factor, they must have joined together

□ 533 Self-Employment Tax to be excluded from partnership rules, and in good faith to conduct a business. In ad-
□ 534 Depreciating Property Placed in other general topics. dition, they must have agreed that contri-

Service Before 1987 butions of each entitle them to a share in
the profits. Some capital or service must□ 535 Business Expenses Partnership  
be provided by each partner.

A partnership is the relationship between two□ 537 Installment Sales
or more persons who join together to carry on□ 538 Accounting Periods and Methods Capital is material.  Capital is a material in-a trade or business. Each person contributes

come-producing factor if a substantial part of□ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of money, property, labor, or skill, and each ex-
the gross income of the business comes fromAssets pects to share in the profits and losses. ‘‘Per-
the use of capital. Capital is ordinarily an in-

□ 551 Basis of Assets son,’’ when used to describe a partner, means
come-producing factor if the operation of thean individual, a corporation, a trust, an estate,□ 556 Examination of Returns, Appeal business requires substantial inventories or in-or another partnership.Rights, and Claims for Refund vestments in plants, machinery, or equipment.For federal income tax purposes, the term

□ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules ‘‘partnership’’ includes a syndicate, group,
Capital is not material.  In general, capital is□ 946 How To Depreciate Property pool, joint venture, or similar organization that
not a material income-producing factor if theis carrying on a trade or business and is not
income of the business consists principally ofForm (and Instructions) classified as a trust, estate, or corporation.
fees, commissions, or other compensation forA joint undertaking merely to share ex-□ 1065 U.S. Partnership Return of personal services performed by members orpenses is not a partnership. Mere co-owner-Income employees of the partnership.ship of property maintained and leased or

□ Schedule K–1 (Form 1065) Partner’s rented is not a partnership. However, if the co-
Share of Income, Credits, Deductions, Capital interest.  A capital interest in a part-owners provide services to the tenants, a part-
Etc. nership is an interest in its assets that is dis-nership exists.

tributable to the owner of the interest if:□ 1128 Application to Adopt, Change, or
Retain a Tax Year 1) He or she withdraws from the partnership,Limited Liability

or□ 3115 Application for Change in Company (LLC) Accounting Method 2) The partnership liquidates.
An LLC is an entity formed under state law by

□ 4562 Depreciation and Amortization filing articles of organization as an LLC. Unlike
The mere right to share in earnings and

□ 8308 Report of a Sale or Exchange of the partners in a partnership, none of the
prof i ts is not a capi ta l  interest  in theCertain Partnership Interests members of an LLC are personally liable for its
partnership.debts. An LLC may be classified as either a□ 8582 Passive Activity Loss Limitations

partnership or a corporation for federal in-
Gift of capital interest.  If a family member□ 8736 Application for Automatic come tax purposes. It is classified as a part-
(or any other person) receives a gift of a capi-Extension of Time To File U.S. Return nership if it has no more than two of the follow-
tal interest in a partnership in which capital is afor a Partnership, REMIC, or for Certain ing corporate characteristics:
material income-producing factor, the donee’sTrusts

1) Centralization of management. distributive share of partnership income is lim-
ited. To figure the donee’s share:Ordering publications and forms.  To order 2) Continuity of life.

free publications and forms, call 1–800–TAX– 1) The partnership income must be reduced3) Free transferability of interests.FORM (1–800–829–3676). You can also write by reasonable compensation for services
4) Limited liability.to the IRS Forms Distribution Center nearest rendered to the partnership by the donor,

you. Check your income tax package for the and
If an LLC is treated as a partnership, it mustaddress.

2) The donee-partner’s share of the remain-follow the rules explained in this publication.If you have access to a personal computer
ing profits allocated to donated capitaland a modem, you can also get many forms
must not be proportionately greater thanand publications electronically. See How To Conversion of partnership into LLC.  The
the donor’s share attributable to the do-Get Forms and Publications in your income tax conversion of a partnership into an LLC classi-
nor’s capital.package for details. fied as a partnership for federal tax purposes

does not terminate the partnership. The con-
Purchase.  An interest purchased by oneTelephone help.  You can call the IRS with version is not a sale, exchange, or liquidation

family member from another family member isyour tax question Monday through Friday dur- of any partnership interest, the partnership’s
considered a gift. For this purpose, membersing regular business hours. Check your tele- tax year does not close, and the LLC can con-
of a family include only spouses, ancestors,phone book for the local number or you can tinue to use the partnership’s taxpayer identifi-
and lineal descendants (or a trust for the pri-call 1–800–829–1040. cation number.
mary benefit of those persons).The same rules apply if an LLC classified

Telephone help for hearing-impaired per- as a  par tnersh ip  is  conver ted in to  a Example.  A father sold 50% of his busi-
sons.  If you have access to TDD equipment, partnership. ness to his son. The resulting partnership had
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a profit of $60,000. Capital is a material in- the date the partnership completes the wind- year. However, this does not apply to an
ing up of its affairs. For purposes of (2) above, unincorporated organization one ofcome-producing factor. The father performed
the date of termination is the date of the sale whose principal purposes is cycling, man-services worth $24,000, which is reasonable
or exchange of a partnership interest that, by ufacturing, or processing for persons whocompensation, and the son performed no ser-
itself or together with other sales or ex- are not members of the organization.vices. The $24,000 must be allocated to the
changes in the preceding 12 months, transfersfather as compensation. Of the remaining
an interest of 50% or more in both capital and$36,000 of profit due to capital, at least 50%, Electing the exclusion.  An eligible organiza-
profits.or $18,000, must be allocated to the father tion that wishes to be excluded from the part-

since he owns a 50% capital interest. The nership rules must make the election not later
Short period return.  If a partnership is termi-son’s share of partnership profit cannot be than the time for filing the partnership return
nated before the end of the tax year, Formmore than $18,000. for the first tax year for which exclusion is de-
1065 must be filed for a period of less than 12 sired. See section 1.761–2(b) of the Regula-
months (short period). The return is due the tions for the procedures to follow.Husband-wife partnership.  If spouses carry
15th day of the fourth month following the dateon a business together and share in the profits
of termination. See Partnership Return (Formand losses, they may be partners whether or Tax Year  
1065), later, for information about filing Formnot they have a formal partnership agreement. Taxable income is figured on the basis of a tax1065.If so, they should report income or loss from year. A ‘‘tax year’’ is the accounting period

the business on Form 1065. They should not used for keeping records and reporting in-
report the income on a Schedule C (Form Election To Be Excluded come and expenses.
1040) in the name of one spouse as a sole From Partnership Rules proprietor. Partnership.  A partnership determines its taxCertain partnerships that do not actively con-Each spouse should carry his or her share year as if it were a taxpayer. However, thereduct a business can choose to be completelyof the partnership income or loss from Sched- are limits on the year it can choose. In general,or partially excluded from being treated as aule K–1 (Form 1065) to their joint or separate a partnership must use its required tax year.partnership for federal income tax purposes ifForm(s) 1040. Each spouse should include his Exceptions to this rule are discussed underall the partners agree. However, the partnersor her respective share of self-employment in- Exceptions to Required Tax Year, later.are not exempt from the rule that limits a part-come on a separate Schedule SE (Form

ner’s distributive share of partnership loss.1040), Self-Employment Tax. Usually this will Partners.  Partners may change their tax yearNor are they exempt from the requirement of anot increase their total tax but it will give each only if they receive permission from the IRS.business purpose for adopting a tax year forspouse credit for social security earnings on This also applies to corporate partners whothe partnership that differs from its requiredwhich retirement benefits are based. are usually allowed to change their accountingtax year, discussed later.
periods without prior approval if they meet cer-
tain conditions.Partnership Agreement  Investing partnership.  An investing partner-

ship can be excluded if the participants in theThe partnership agreement includes the origi-
Closing of tax year.  Generally, the partner-joint purchase, retention, sale, or exchange ofnal agreement and any modifications. The
ship’s tax year is not closed because of theinvestment property:modifications must be agreed to by all part-
sale, exchange, or liquidation of a partner’s in-ners or adopted in any other manner provided 1) Own the property as co-owners. terest, the death of a partner, or the entry of aby the partnership agreement. The agreement

2) Reserve the right separately to take or new partner. However, if a partner sells, ex-or modifications can be oral or written.
dispose of their shares of any property ac- changes, or liquidates his or her entire inter-Partners can modify the partnership agree-
quired or retained. est, the partnership’s tax year is closed for thatment for a particular tax year after the close of

partner.3) Do not actively conduct business or irrev-the year but not later than the date for filing the
ocably authorize some person acting in apartnership return for that year. This filing date

Required Tax Year representative capacity to purchase, sell,does not include any extensions of time.
or exchange the investment property. A partnership generally must conform its taxIf the partnership agreement or any modifi-
Each separate participant can delegate year to its partners’ tax years as follows:cation is silent on any matter, the provisions of
authority to purchase, sell, or exchangelocal law are treated as part of the agreement. 1) Majority interest tax year. If one or more
his or her share of the investment prop- partners having the same tax year own an
erty for the time being for his or her ac- interest in partnership profits and capitalTermination of Partnership count, but not for a period of more than a of more than 50% (a majority interest), the

A partnership terminates when: year. partnership must use the tax year of those
1) All of its operations are discontinued and partners.

Operating agreement partnership.  An oper-no part of any business, financial opera- Testing day. The partnership deter-
ating agreement partnership group can be ex-tion, or venture is continued by any of its mines if there is a majority interest tax
cluded if the participants in the joint produc-partners in a partnership or a limited liabil- year on the testing day, which is usually
tion, extraction, or use of property:ity company classified as a partnership, or the first day of the partnership’s current

tax year.1) Own the property as co-owners, either in2) At least 50% of the total interest in part-
Change in tax year. If a partnership’sfee or under lease or other form of con-nership capital and profits is sold or ex-

majority interest tax year changes, it willtract granting exclusive operating rights.changed within a 12-month period, includ-
not be required to change to another tax2) Reserve the right separately to take ining a sale or exchange to another partner.
year for 2 years following the year ofkind or dispose of their shares of any
change. property produced, extracted, or used.See Regulations section 1.708–1(b)(1) for

2) Principal partner. If there is no majoritymore information on the termination of a part- 3) Do not jointly sell services or the property
interest tax year, the partnership must usenership. For special rules that apply to a produced or extracted. Each separate
the tax year of all its principal partners. Amerger, consolidation, or division of a partner- participant can delegate authority to sell
principal partner is one who has a 5% orship, see Regulations section 1.708–1(b)(2). his or her share of the property produced
more interest in the profits or capital ofor extracted for the time being for his or
the partnership.Date of termination.  The partnership’s tax her account, but not for a period of time in

year ends on the date of termination. For pur- excess of the minimum needs of the in- 3) Least aggregate deferral of income. If
poses of (1) above, the date of termination is dustry, and in no event for more than one there is no majority interest tax year and
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the principal partners do not have the beginning of the partnership’s current tax year. treated as a partnership, it must file Form 1065
same tax year, the partnership generally However, the IRS can require the partnership and one of its members must sign the return.
must use a tax year that results in the to use another day or period that will more ac- The first return of the partnership is not re-
least aggregate deferral of income to the curate ly  ref lect  the ownership of  the quired to be filed until the first tax year the part-
partners. partnership. nership has income or deductions. The part-

Any required change under these rules will nership is not required to file Form 1065 for
be treated as initiated by the partnership withLeast aggregate deferral of income.  The any tax year it receives no income and has no
the consent of the IRS. No formal applicationtax year that results in the least aggregate expenses. It is not considered to be engaged
for a change in tax year is needed.deferral of income is determined as follows: in a trade or business that year. See the in-

Notifying IRS.  Any partnership that structions for Form 1065 for more information.1) Determine the number of months of
adopts or changes its tax year as requireddeferral for each partner using one part-
must notify the IRS by writing at the top of the Due date.  Form 1065 generally must be filedner’s tax year. Find the months of deferral
first page of its tax return for its first required by April 15 following the close of the partner-by counting the months from the end of
tax year, ‘‘FILED UNDER SECTION 806 OF ship’s tax year if its accounting period is thethat tax year forward to the end of each
THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986.’’ calendar year. A fiscal year partnership gener-other partner’s tax year.

Short period return.  When a partnership ally must file its return by the 15th day of the2) Multiply each partner’s months of deferral changes its tax year, a short period return 4th month following the close of its fiscal year.found in step (1) by that partner’s share of must be filed. The short period return covers If a partnership needs more time to file itsinterest in the partnership profits for the the months between the end of the partner- return, it should file Form 8736 by the regulartax year used in step (1). ship’s prior tax year and the beginning of its due date of its Form 1065. The automatic ex-
new tax year. If the change is to the tax year3) Add the amounts in step (2) to get the ag- tension is 3 months.
resulting in the least aggregate deferral of  in-gregate (total) deferral for the tax year If a partnership has made a section 444
come, a statement must be attached to thisused in step (1). election to use a tax year other than a required
short period return showing the computations tax year, discussed earlier, the filing of an ap-4) Repeat steps (1) through (3) for each
that determined that tax year. The short period plication for extension does not extend thepartner’s tax year that is different from the
return must indicate at the top of page 1, time for making any required payment. Norother partners’ years.
‘‘FILED UNDER SECTION 1.706–1T.’’ does an extension of time for filing a partner-

ship return extend the time for filing a partner’sThe partner’s tax year that results in the
Exceptions To Required personal income tax return.lowest number in step (3) above is the tax year
Tax Year that must be used by the partnership. If more If the date for filing a return or making a tax

than one year qualifies as the tax year that has payment falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legalThere are two exceptions to the required tax
the least aggregate deferral of income, the holiday, the partnership can file the return oryear rule. One exception allows a partnership
partnership may choose any year that quali- make the payment on the next business day.that establishes a business purpose for a dif-
fies. However, if one of the years that qualifies ferent tax year to use the different year. The
is the partnership’s existing tax year, the part- Schedule K–1 due to partners.  The partner-other exception allows the partnership to
nership must retain that tax year. ship must furnish copies of Schedule K–1make a section 444 election.

Special de minimis rule.  If the tax year (Form 1065) to the partners by the date Form
that results in the least aggregate deferral pro- 1065 is required to be f i led, includingBusiness purpose tax year.  If a partnership
duces an aggregate deferral that is less than extensions.establishes an acceptable business purpose
.5 when compared to the aggregate deferral of for having a tax year that is different from its
the current tax year, the partnership’s current required tax year, the different tax year can be Penalties  tax year is treated as the tax year with the least used. The deferral of income to the partners is

To help ensure that returns are filed correctlyaggregate deferral. not considered a business purpose. See Busi-
and on time, the law provides penalties for fail-Example.  Rose and Irene each have a ness Purpose Tax Year in Publication 538 for
ure to do so.50% interest in a partnership that uses a fiscal more information.

year ending June 30. Rose uses a calendar
Failure to file.  A penalty is assessed againstyear while Irene has a fiscal year ending No- Section 444 election.  Partnerships can elect
any partnership that must file a partnership re-vember 30. The partnership must change its under section 444 of the Internal Revenue
turn and fails to file on time, including exten-tax year to a fiscal year ending November 30 Code to use a tax year that is different from the
sions, or fails to file a return with all the infor-because this results in the least aggregate required tax year. Certain restrictions apply to
mation required. The penalty is $50 times thedeferral of income to the partners. This was this election. In addition, the electing partner-
total number of partners in the partnership dur-determined as shown in the following table. ship may be required to make a payment rep-
ing any part of the tax year for each month (orresenting the value of the extra tax deferral to

Year Months Interest part of a month) the return is late or incom-the partners. The election does not apply to
End Year Profits of × plete, up to 5 months.any partnership that establishes a business

12/31 End Interest Deferral Deferral The penalty will not be imposed if the part-purpose for a different period.
nership can show reasonable cause for its fail-Rose 12/31 0.5 0 0 See Section 444 Election in Publication
ure to file a complete or timely return. CertainIrene 11/30 0.5 11 5.5 538 for more information.
small partnerships (with 10 or fewer partners)Total Deferral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.5
meet this reasonable cause test if all of the fol-

Partnership Return lowing apply:
Year Months Interest (Form 1065) 1) Each partner is a natural person (other
End Year Profits of ×

Each partnership engaged in a trade or busi- than a nonresident alien) or an estate,
11/30 End Interest Deferral Deferral

ness must file a return on Form 1065 showing 2) Each partner’s share of each partnershipRose 12/31 0.5 1 0.5 its income, deductions, and other required in- item is the same as his or her share ofIrene 11/30 0.5 0 0 formation. In addition, the partnership return every other item, and
Total Deferral . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5 shows the names and addresses of each part-

3) All partners have fully reported theirner and each partner’s distributive share of
shares of partnership income, deduc-taxable income. This is an information return
tions, and credits on their timely filed indi-and must be signed by a general partner. If aProcedures.  Generally, determination of the
vidual income tax returns.limited liability company, discussed earlier, ispartnership’s required tax year is made at the
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The failure to file penalty is assessed For a complete list of fees, see Publication 2) Depreciation methods.
against the partnership. However, each part- 1375, Procedures for Issuing Rulings.

3) Accounting for specific items, such as de-ner is individually liable for the penalty to the
pletion or installment sales.extent the partner is liable for partnership Withholding on Foreign

debts in general. 4) Nonrecognition of gain on involuntary
Partner or Firm If the partnership wants to contest the pen- conversions of property.

alty, it must pay the penalty and sue for refund If a partnership acquires a U.S. real property 5) Amortization of certain organization feesin a U.S. District Court or the U.S. Court of interest from a foreign person or firm, the part- and business start-up costs of theFederal Claims. nership may have to withhold tax on the partnership.
amount it pays for the property (including

Failure to furnish copies to the partners. cash, fair market value of other property, and
However, each partner chooses how toThe partnership must furnish copies of Sched- any assumed liability). If a partnership has in-

treat the partner’s share of foreign and U.S.ule K–1 to the partners. A penalty for each come that is effectively connected with a trade
possessions taxes, certain mining explorationstatement not furnished will be assessed or business in the United States, it may have to
expenses, and income from cancellation ofagainst the partnership unless the failure to do withhold on the income allocable to its foreign
debt.so is due to reasonable cause and not willful partners. A partnership must withhold tax on a

For more information on the following top-neglect. foreign partner’s distributive share of fixed or
ics, see the listed publication.

determinable income that is not effectively
Trust fund recovery penalty.  A person re- connected with a U.S. trade or business. A 1) Accounting methods: Publication 538.
sponsible for withholding, accounting for, or partnership that fails to withhold may be held

2) Depreciation methods: Publication 946.depositing or paying withholding taxes who liable for the tax, applicable penalties, and in-
willfully fails to do so can be held liable for a terest. For more information, see Publication 3) Installment sales: Publication 537.
penalty equal to the tax not paid, plus interest. 515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens

4) Amortization and depletion: Chapters 12‘‘Willfully’’ in this case means voluntarily, and Foreign Corporations.
and 13 in Publication 535.consciously, and intentionally. Paying other

expenses of the business instead of the taxes 5) Involuntary conversions: Chapter 26 in
due is considered willful behavior. Publication 334, Tax Guide for Small

A responsible person can be an officer of a Partnership Income Business.
corporation, a partner, a sole proprietor, or an or Loss employee of any form of business. This may Organization expenses and syndication
include a trustee or agent with authority over A partnership computes its income and files its fees.  Neither the partnership nor any partner
the funds of the business. return in the same manner as an individual. can deduct, as a current expense, amounts

However, certain deductions are not allowed paid or incurred to organize a partnership or to
Other penalties.  Criminal penalties may be to the partnership. promote the sale of, or to sell, an interest in
imposed for willful failure to file, tax evasion, or the partnership.
making a false statement. Separately stated items.  Certain items must The partnership can choose to amortize

Other penalties include those for: certain organization expenses over a period ofbe separately stated on the partnership return
1) Not supplying a taxpayer identification not less than 60 months. The period must startand included as separate items on the part-

number. with the month the partnership begins busi-ners’ returns. These items, listed on Schedule
ness. This election is irrevocable and the pe-K (Form 1065), are:2) Not furnishing information returns.
riod the partnership chooses in this election1) Ordinary income or loss from trade or3) Overstating tax deposit claims. may not be changed. If the partnership electsbusiness activities.

4) Underpaying tax due to a valuation to amortize these expenses and is liquidated
2) Net income or loss from rental real estateoverstatement. before the end of the amortization period, the

activities. remaining balance in this account may be de-5) Not furnishing information on tax shelters.
ductible as a loss.3) Net income or loss from other real estate6) Promoting abusive tax shelters. Amortizable expenses.  Amortization ap-activities.
plies to expenses that:

However, some penalties may not be im- 4) Gains and losses from sales or ex-
1) Are incident to the creation of theposed if there is reasonable cause for changes of capital assets.

partnership,noncompliance. 5) Gains and losses from sales or ex-
2) Are chargeable to a capital account, andchanges of section 1231 property.

User Fees 3) Are the type that would be amortized if6) Charitable contributions.
The IRS charges fees for requests to issue they were incurred in the creation of a

7) Dividends (passed through to corporatecertain tax rulings, determinations, and opin- partnership having a fixed life.
partners) that qualify for the dividends-re-ions, including:
ceived deduction.

1) Applications for changes in accounting To satisfy (1) and (2) above, an expense
8) Taxes paid or accrued to foreign coun-periods (Forms 1128 and 2553). must be incurred during the period beginning

tries and U.S. possessions. at a point which is a reasonable time before2) Applications for changes in accounting
the partnership begins business and ending9) Other items of income, gain, loss, deduc-methods (Form 3115).
with the date for filing the partnership returntion, or credit, as provided by regulations.3) Requests for extensions of time to make (not including extensions) for the tax year inExamples include nonbusiness ex-the election or application for relief in (1) which the partnership begins business. In ad-penses, intangible drilling and develop-and (2) above under Regulations section dition, the expense must be for creation of thement costs, and soil and water conserva-301.9100. partnership and not for starting or operatingtion expenses.

4) Requests for most other rulings (including the partnership trade or business.
applications for changes in accounting To satisfy (3) above, the expense must beElections.  The partnership makes most
periods, accounting methods, and earn- for a type of item normally expected to benefitchoices about how to compute income. These
ings and profits, other than those applica- the partnership throughout its entire life.include choices for:
tions submitted on Forms 1128, 2553, Organization expenses that can be amor-

1) Accounting methods.3115, and 5452). tized include:
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1) Legal fees for services incident to the or- partnership agreement or any modification will However, individuals with adjusted gross
ganization of the partnership, such as ne- be disregarded if the allocations to a partner income of more than $150,000 ($75,000 if
gotiation and preparation of a partnership under the agreement do not have substantial married and filing a separate return) must sub-
agreement. economic effect. If the allocation does not stitute 110% in (2) above. This rule does not

have substantial economic effect or the part- apply to individuals who receive at least two-2) Accounting fees for services incident to
nership agreement does not provide for the al- thirds of their gross income from farming orthe organization of the partnership.
location, the partner’s distributive share of the fishing.

3) Filing fees. partnership items is determined by the part- See Publication 505 for more information.
ner’s interest in the partnership.

Making the election.  The election to
Self-employment tax.  A partner is not anamortize organization expenses is made by at- Substantial economic effect.  An allocation employee of the partnership. The partner’staching a statement to the partnership’s return has substantial economic effect if both of the distributive share of ordinary income from afor the tax year the partnership begins its busi- following apply: partnership is generally included in figuring netness. The statement must provide the follow-

1) There is a reasonable possibility that the earnings from self-employment. If an individ-ing information:
allocation will substantially affect the dol- ual partner has net earnings from self-employ-1) A description of each organization ex-
lar amount of the partners’ shares of part- ment of $400 or more for the year, the partnerpense incurred (whether or not paid).
nership income or loss independently of must figure self-employment tax on Schedule

2) The amount of each expense. tax consequences, and SE (Form 1040). For more information on self-
employment tax, see Publication 533.3) The date each expense was incurred. 2) The partner to whom the allocation is

made actually receives the economic4) The month the partnership began its
Alternative minimum tax.  To figure alterna-benefit or bears the economic burdenbusiness.
tive minimum tax, a partner must separatelycorresponding to that allocation.5) The number of months (not less than 60)
take into account any distributive share ofover which the expenses are to be
items of income and deductions that enter intoNonrecourse liability.  A nonrecourse liabilityamortized.
the computation of alternative minimum taxa-is one for which no partner or related person
ble income. For information on which items ofhas any personal liability. An allocation of aA cash basis taxpayer must also indicate
income and deductions are affected, see theloss, deduction, or partnership expense attrib-for each expense the amount paid before the
Form 6251 instructions.utable to nonrecourse liabilities that is not de-end of the year for each expense. Expenses

ductible or chargeable to capital cannot haveless than $10 need not be separately listed,
economic effect. A partner’s share of nonre-provided the total amount is listed with the Reporting Distributive Sharecourse deductions is determined by his or herdates on which the first and last of the ex-

A partner must report his or her distributiveinterest in the partnership. For the rules on al-penses were incurred.
share of partnership items on his or her tax re-locating nonrecourse deductions, see sectionExpenses not amortizable.  Expenses
turn, whether or not it is actually distributed.1.704–2 of the Income Tax Regulations.that cannot be amortized (regardless of how
However, a partner’s distributive share of athe partnership characterizes them) include
loss may be limited. See Limits on Losses,Partner’s interest in partnership.   If a part-expenses connected with:
later. These items are reported to the partnerner’s distributive share of a partnership item1) Acquiring assets for the partnership or on Schedule K–1 (Form 1065). See the Part-cannot be determined under the partnershiptransferring assets to the partnership. ner’s Instructions for Schedule K–1 (Formagreement, it is determined by his or her inter-

2) Admitting or removing partners other than 1065) for more information.est in the partnership. The partner’s interest is
at the time the partnership is first determined by taking into account: To determine the allowable amount of any
organized. deduction or exclusion subject to a limit, a1) The partner’s contributions to the

partner must combine any separate deduc-3) Making a contract relating to the opera- partnership,
tions or exclusions on his or her income tax re-tion of the partnership trade or business

2) The interests of all partners in economic turn with the distributive share of partnership(even if the contract is between the part-
profits and losses (if different from inter-nership and one of its members). deductions or exclusions before applying the
ests in taxable income or loss) and in limit.4) Syndicating the partnership. Syndication cash flow and other nonliquidating distri-

expenses, such as commissions, profes- butions, and
Character of items.  The character of eachsional fees, and printing costs connected

3) The rights of the partners to distributions item of income, gain, loss, deduction, or creditwith the issuing and marketing of interests
of capital upon liquidation. included in a partner’s distributive share is de-in the partnership, are capitalized. They

termined as if the partner:can never be deducted by the partner-
Gross income.  When it is necessary to deter-ship, even if the syndication is

1) Realized the item directly from the samemine the gross income of a partner, the part-unsuccessful.
source as the partnership, orner’s gross income includes his or her distribu-

tive share of the partnership’s gross income. 2) Incurred the item in the same manner as
For example, the partner’s share of the part- the partnership.
nership gross income is used in determiningPartner’s Distributive whether an income tax return must be filed by For example, a partner’s distributive share
that partner. of gain from the sale of partnership deprecia-Share 

ble property used in the trade or business ofA partner’s taxable income for a tax year in- Estimated tax.  Partners may have to make the partnership is treated as gain from the salecludes his or her distributive share of certain payments of estimated tax as a result of part- of depreciable property that the partner usedpartnership items for the partnership’s tax nership income. in a trade or business.year ending with or within the partner’s tax Generally, the required estimated tax pay-
year. ment for individuals is the smaller of:

Inconsistent treatment of items.  Partners
1) 90% of the total expected tax for the cur- generally must treat partnership items thePartnership agreement.  Generally, the part-

rent year, or same way on their individual tax returns asnership agreement determines a partner’s dis-
they are treated on the partnership return. If atributive share of any item or class of items of 2) 100% of the total tax shown on the prior
partner treats an item differently on his or herincome, gain, loss, deduction, or credit. The year’s tax return.
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individual return, the IRS can immediately as- Not-for-profit activity.  Deductions relating Limited partners.  Limited partners are
generally not considered to materially partici-to an activity not engaged in for profit are lim-sess and collect any tax and penalties that re-
pate in trade or business activities conductedited. For a discussion of the limits, see chaptersult from adjusting the item to make it consis-
through partnerships.1 in Publication 535.tent with the partnership return. However, this

More information.  For more informationrule will not apply if a partner identifies the dif-
on passive activities, see Publication 925 andferent treatment by filing Form 8082, Notice of At-risk limits.  At-risk rules apply to most
the instructions to Forms 1065 and 8582.Inconsistent Treatment or Amended Return, trade or business activities, including activities

with his or her return. conducted through a partnership. The at-risk
Consolidated audit procedures.  Under rules limit the loss a partner can deduct to the Partner’s Exclusions and

current examination procedures, the tax treat- amounts for which that partner is considered Deductions 
ment of any partnership item is determined at at risk in the activity.
the partnership level in a consolidated audit A partner is considered at risk for: Cancellation of qualified real property bus-
proceeding, rather than at the individual part-

iness debt.  A partner other than a C corpora-1) The amount of money and the adjustedner’s level. After the proper treatment is deter- tion can elect to exclude from gross incomebasis of any property he or she contrib-mined at the partnership level, the IRS can au- the partner’s distributive share of income fromuted to the activity.
tomatically make related adjustments to the cancellation of the partnership’s qualified real
tax returns of the partners, based on their 2) The partner’s share of net income re- property business debt. This is a debt (other

tained by the partnership.share of the adjusted items. than a qualified farm debt) incurred or as-
The consolidated audit procedures do not sumed by the partnership in connection with3) Certain amounts borrowed by the partner-

apply to small partnerships that have 10 or real property used in its trade or business andship for use in the activity if the partner is
fewer partners who are individuals (other than secured by that property. A debt incurred orpersonally liable for repayment or the
nonresident alien individuals) or estates. This assumed after 1992 qualifies only if it was in-amounts borrowed are secured by the
exception applies only if each partner’s share curred or assumed to acquire, construct, re-partner’s property (other than property
of every partnership item is the same as that construct, or substantially improve such prop-used in the activity).
partner’s share of every other item. However, erty. A debt incurred to refinance a qualified
small partnerships can make an election to real property business debt qualifies, but onlyA partner is not considered at risk forhave these procedures apply. up to the amount of the refinanced debt.

amounts protected against loss through guar-
A partner who elects the exclusion mustFor more information on these procedures,

antees, stop-loss agreements, or similar ar-
reduce the basis of his or her depreciable realsee Examination of Partnerships and S Corpo- rangements. Nor is the partner at risk for property by the amount excluded. For this pur-rations in Publication 556. amounts borrowed if the lender has an interest pose, a partnership interest is treated as de-

in the activity (other than as a creditor) or is re- preciable real property to the extent of the
lated to a person (other than the partner) hav-Limits on Losses partner’s share of the partnership’s deprecia-
ing such an interest. ble real property. If the partner reduces the ba-

For more information on determining thePartner’s adjusted basis.  A partner’s distrib- sis of his or her partnership interest by the ex-
amount at risk, see Publication 925.utive share of partnership loss is allowed only cluded amount, the partnership must make a

corresponding reduction in the basis of its de-to the extent of the adjusted basis of the part-
Passive activities.  Generally, section 469 of preciable real property with respect to thatner’s partnership interest. The adjusted basis
the Internal Revenue Code limits the amount a partner.is figured at the end of the partnership’s tax
partner can deduct for passive activity losses To elect the exclusion, the partner must fileyear in which the loss occurred, before taking
and credits. The passive activity limits do not Form 982 with his or her original income tax re-the loss into account. Any loss that is more
apply to the partnership. Instead, they apply to turn. The election can be made with anthan the partner’s adjusted basis is not de-
each partner’s share of loss or credit from pas- amended return only if the partner shows rea-ductible for that year. However, any loss not
sive activities. Because the treatment of each sonable cause for not making it with the origi-allowed for this reason will be allowed as a de-
partner’s share of partnership income, loss, or nal return.duction (up to the partner’s basis) at the end of
credit depends on the nature of the activity Exclusion limit.  The partner’s exclusionany succeeding year in which the partner in-
that generated it, the partnership must report cannot be more than the smaller of the follow-creases his or her basis to more than zero.
income, loss, and credits separately for each ing two amounts.See Basis of Partner’s Interest, later.
activity. 1) The partner’s share of the excess (if any)Example.  Mike and Joe are equal partners Generally, passive activities include a of:in a partnership. Mike files his individual return trade or business activity in which the partner

a) The outstanding principal amount ofon a calendar year basis. The partnership re- does not materially participate. The level of
the debt immediately before the cancel-turn is also filed on a calendar year basis. The each partner’s participation must be deter-
lation, overpartnership incurred a $10,000 loss last year mined by the partner.

and Mike’s distributive share of the loss is b) The fair market value (as of that time)Rental activities.  Passive activities also
$5,000. The adjusted basis of his partnership of the property securing the debt, re-include rental activities, regardless of the part-
interest before considering his share of last duced by the outstanding principalner’s participation. However, passive activities
year’s loss was $2,000. He could claim only amount of other qualified real propertydo not include a rental real estate activity in

business debt secured by that property$2,000 of the loss on last year’s individual re- which the partner materially participates. The
(as of that time).turn. The adjusted basis of his interest at the partner must meet both of the following condi-

end of last year was then reduced to zero. tions for the tax year: 2) The total adjusted bases of depreciable
The partnership showed an $8,000 profit real property held by the partner immedi-1) More than half of the personal servicesfor this year. Mike’s $4,000 share of the profit ately before the cancellation (other thanthe partner performs in any trade or busi-increased the adjusted basis of his interest by property acquired in contemplation of theness are in a real property trade or busi-$4,000 (not taking into account the $3,000 ex- cancellation).ness in which the partner materially

cess loss he could not deduct last year). His
participates.

return for this year will show his $4,000 distrib- Effect on partner’s basis.  Because of
utive share of this year’s profits and the $3,000 2) The partner performs more than 750 offsetting adjustments, the cancellation of a

hours of service in real property trades orloss not allowable last year. The adjusted ba- partnership debt does not usually cause a net
businesses in which the partner materiallysis of his partnership interest at the end of this change in the basis of a partnership interest.
participates.year is $1,000. Each partner’s basis is:
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1) Increased by his or her share of the part- income limit, a partner who is engaged in the 2) A distribution of the current year’s or prior
nership income from the cancellation of years’ earnings that are not needed foractive conduct of one or more of a partner-
debt (whether or not the partner excludes working capital.ship’s trades or businesses includes his or her
the income), and allocable share of taxable income derived 3) A complete or partial liquidation of a part-

from the partnership’s active conduct of any2) Reduced by the deemed distribution re- ner’s interest.
trade or business.sulting from the reduction in his or her 4) A distribution to all partners in a completeBasis adjustment.  A partner who is allo-share of partnership liabilities. liquidation of the partnership.cated section 179 expenses from the partner-
ship must reduce the basis of his or her part-(See Adjusted Basis under Basis of Partner’s

A partnership distribution is not taken intonership interest by the total section 179Interest, later.) The basis of a partner’s inter-
account in determining the partner’s distribu-expenses allocated, regardless of whether theest will change only if the partner’s share of
tive share of partnership income or loss. If anyfull amount allocated can be currently de-the income is different from the partner’s
gain or loss from the distribution is recognizedducted. See Adjusted Basis under Basis ofshare of the debt.
by the partner, it must be reported on his or herAs explained earlier, however, a partner’s Partner’s Interest, later. If a partner disposes
return for the tax year in which the distributionelection to exclude income from the cancella- of his or her interest in a partnership, the part-
is received. Money or property withdrawn by ation of debt may reduce the basis of the part- ner’s basis for determining gain or loss is in- partner in anticipation of the current year’sner’s interest to the extent the interest is creased by any outstanding carryover of sec- earnings is treated as a distribution receivedtreated as depreciable real property. t ion 179 expenses al located from the on the last day of the partnership’s tax year.Basis of depreciable real property re- partnership.

duced.  If the basis of depreciable real prop- The basis of a partnership’s section 179 Effect on partner’s basis.  A partner’s ad-erty is reduced, and the property is disposed property must be reduced by the section 179 justed basis in his or her partnership interest isof, then for purposes of determining the deduction elected by the partnership. This re- decreased (but not below zero) by the amountamount of recapture under section 1250 of the duction of basis must be made even if a part- of money and the adjusted basis of propertyInternal Revenue Code: ner cannot deduct all the partner’s allocated distributed to the partner. See Adjusted Basis
section 179 deduction because of the limits.1) Any such basis reduction is treated as a under Basis of Partner’s Interest, later.

deduction allowed for depreciation, and More information.  See Publication 946
for more information on the section 1792) The determination of what would have Effect on partnership.  A partnership does
deduction.been the depreciation adjustment under not recognize any gain or loss because of dis-

the straight line method is made as if tributions it makes to partners. The partner-
Partnership expenses paid by partner.  Inthere had been no such reduction. ship may be able to elect to adjust the basis of
general, a partner cannot deduct partnership its undistributed property, as explained later
expenses paid out of personal funds unless under Adjusting the Basis of PartnershipTherefore, the basis reduction recaptured

Property.required to do so by the partnership agree-as ordinary income is reduced over the time
the partnership continues to hold the property, ment. These expenses are usually considered
as the partnership forgoes depreciation de- incurred and deductible by the partnership. Partner’s Gain or Loss 
ductions due to the basis reduction. If an employee of the partnership performs

A partner generally recognizes gain on a part-More information.  See chapter 10 in Pub- part of a partner’s duties and the partnership
nership distribution only to the extent anylication 334 for more information on qualified agreement requires the partner to pay the em- money (and marketable securities treated asreal property debt. ployee out of personal funds, the partner can money) included in the distribution exceed the

deduct the payment as a business expense. adjusted basis of the partner’s interest in theSection 179 deduction.  A partner can elect
partnership. Any gain recognized is treated asto deduct all or part of the cost of certain as- Interest expense for distributed loan.  If the capital gain from the sale of the partnership in-sets under section 179 of the Internal Reve- partnership distributes borrowed funds to a terest on the date of the distribution. If partner-nue Code. partner, the partnership should list the part- ship property (other than marketable securi-Limits.  The section 179 deduction is sub- ner’s share of interest expense for these funds ties treated as money) is distributed to aject to certain limits that apply to both the part-

as ‘‘Interest expense allocated to debt-fi- partner, he or she generally does not recog-nership and to each partner. The partnership
nanced distributions’’ under ‘‘Other deduc- nize any gain until the sale or other dispositiondetermines its section 179 deduction subject
tions’’ on the partner’s Schedule K–1. The of the property. For exceptions to these rules,to the limits. It then allocates the deduction

see Certain distributions treated as a sale orpartner deducts this interest on his or her taxamong its partners.
exchange and following discussions, later.return depending on how the partner uses theEach partner adds the amount allocated

funds. See chapter 8 in Publication 535 for Example.  The adjusted basis of Jo’s part-from the partnership (shown on Schedule K–
more information on the allocation of interest nership interest is $14,000. She receives a dis-1) to his or her other nonpartnership section
expense  re la ted  to  deb t - f i nanced tribution of $8,000 cash and land that has an179 costs and then applies the maximum dol-
distributions. adjusted basis of $2,000 and a fair marketlar limit to this total. To determine if a partner

value of $3,000. Because the cash receivedhas exceeded the $200,000 investment limit,
does not exceed the basis of her partnershipDebt-financed acquisitions.  The interest ex-the partner does not include any of the cost of
interest, Jo does not recognize any income onsection 179 property placed in service by the pense on loan proceeds used to purchase an
the distribution. Any gain on the land will bepartnership. After the maximum dollar limit interest in, or make a contribution to, a part-
recognized when she sells or otherwise dis-and investment limit are applied, the remaining nership must be allocated as explained in
poses of it. The distribution decreases the ad-cost of the partnership and nonpartnership chapter 8 of Publication 535.
justed basis of Jo’s partnership interest tosection 179 property is subject to the taxable
$4,000 [$14,000 – ($8,000 +  $2,000)].income limit.

Figuring partnership’s taxable income.
For purposes of the taxable income limit, taxa- Marketable securities treated as money. Distributions From a
ble income of a partnership is figured by ad- Generally, a marketable security distributed toPartnership  ding together the net income (or loss) from all a partner after December 8, 1994, is treated as
trades or businesses actively conducted by money in determining whether gain is recog-Partnership distributions include the following:
the partnership during the tax year. nized. This treatment, however, does not gen-

1) A withdrawal by a partner in anticipationPartner’s share of partnership taxable erally apply if that partner contributed the se-
income.  For purposes of a partner’s taxable of the current year’s earnings. curity to the partnership or an investment
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partnership made the distribution to an eligible 2) Other property (including money) in ex- before the distribution, had been distributed by
partner. change for any part of a partner’s interest the partnership to another partner. See Distri-

The amount treated as money is the in unrealized receivables or substantially bution of contributed property to another part-
security’s fair market value when distributed, appreciated inventory items. ner under Contribution of Property, later.
reduced (but not below zero) by the excess (if Effect on basis.  The adjusted basis of the
any) of: partner’s interest in the partnership is in-See Payments for Unrealized Receivables

and Inventory Items, later. creased by any net precontribution gain recog-1) The partner’s distributive share of the
nized by the partner. Other than for purposesThis treatment does not apply in the follow-gain that would be recognized had the
of determining the gain, the increase is treateding situations:partnership sold, at their fair market value
as occurring immediately before the distribu-immediately before the transaction result- 1) A distribution of property to the partner
tion. See Basis of Partner’s Interest, later.ing in the distribution, all its marketable who contributed the property to the part-

The partnership must adjust its basis in anysecurities of the same class and issuer as nership, and
property the partner contributed within 5 yearsthe distributed security, over

2) Certain payments made to a retiring part- of the distribution to reflect any gain that part-2) The partner’s distributive share of the ner or successor in interest of a deceased ner recognizes under this rule.gain that would be recognized had the partner. Exceptions.  If any of the distributed prop-partnership sold, at the fair market value
erty is property the partner had contributed toin (1), all such securities it still held after

Distribution of partner’s debt.   If a partner- the partnership, the property is not taken intothe distribution.
ship acquires a partner’s debt and distributes it account in determining either:
to the partner so that the debt is extinguished,Marketable securities are actively-traded 1) The excess of the fair market value of anythe partner will recognize capital gain or lossfinancial instruments (such as stocks, bonds, property received over the adjusted basisto the extent the fair market value of the debtoptions, forward or future contracts, notional of the partner’s interest in the partnership,differs from the basis of the debt (determinedprincipal contracts, and derivatives) and ac- orunder the rules discussed in Partner’s Basistively-traded foreign currencies. They also
for Distributed Property, later). 2) The partner’s net precontribution gain.include:

In addition, receipt of the debt by a partner
1) Financial instruments not actively traded, may require the partner to include income  If any interest in an entity is distributed, thisif their value is based on marketable se- from cancellation of debt in gross income. The exception does not apply to the extent that thecurities or they can be easily converted partner is treated as having satisfied the debt value of the interest is due to property contrib-into or exchanged for money or marketa- for its fair market value. The income from can- uted to the entity after the interest in the entityble securities. cellation of debt is equal to the amount by had been contributed to the partnership.

which the issue price (adjusted for any pre-2) Interests in entities whose assets, in sub- Recognition of gain under this rule also
mium or discount) of the debt exceeds its fairstantial part, are money or marketable does not apply to a distribution of either:market value when distributed.securities.

Similarly, a deduction may be available to a 1) Unrealized receivables or substantially3) Interests in common trust funds and cer-
corporate partner if the fair market value of the appreciated inventory items of the part-tain regulated investment companies.
debt at the time of distribution exceeds its ad- nership, discussed later, in exchange for

4) Interests in actively-traded precious met- justed issue price. all or part of a partner’s interest in other
als (other than metals produced, used, or partnership property, or
held in the active conduct of a trade or Net precontribution gain.  A partner gener- 2) Other partnership property in exchangebusiness by the partnership). ally must recognize gain on the distribution of for all or part of a partner’s interest in un-

property (other than marketable securities realized receivables or substantially ap-For more information, see section 731(c) treated as money) if the partner contributed
preciated inventory items of theof the Internal Revenue Code. appreciated property to the partnership during
partnership.

the 5-year period before the distribution. The
Loss on distribution.  A partner does not rec- gain recognized is the lesser of:
ognize loss on a partnership distribution

1) The excess of:unless: Partner’s Basis for
a) The fair market value of the property,1) The adjusted basis of the partner’s inter- Distributed Property  overest in the partnership exceeds the

Unless there is a complete liquidation of adistribution, b) The adjusted basis of the partner’s in-
partner’s interest, the basis of property (other2) The partner’s entire interest in the part- terest in the partnership immediately
than money) distributed to the partner by anership is liquidated, and before the distribution, reduced (but not
partnership is its adjusted basis to the partner-below zero) by any money (and market-3) The distribution is in money, unrealized ship immediately before the distribution. How-able securities treated as money) re-receivables, or inventory items. ever, the basis of the property to the partnerceived in the distribution, or
cannot be more than the adjusted basis of his

There are exceptions to these general 2) The ‘‘net precontribution gain’’ of the or her interest in the partnership reduced by
rules. See the following discussions. Also, see partner. any money received in the same transaction.
Liquidation at Partner’s Retirement or Death,

Example 1.  The adjusted basis of Betty’slater. The character of the gain is determined by
partnership interest is $30,000. She receives areference to the proportionate character of the
distribution of property that has an adjustedCertain distributions treated as a sale or net precontribution gain. This gain is in addi-
basis of $20,000 to the partnership and $4,000exchange.  When a partnership distributes tion to any gain the partner must recognize if
in cash. Her basis for the property is $20,000.the following items, the distribution may be the money (and marketable securities treated

treated as a sale or exchange of property that Example 2.  The adjusted basis of Mike’sas money) distributed is more than his or her
is not a capital asset. basis in the partnership. partnership interest is $10,000. He receives a

distribution of $4,000 cash and property that1) Unrealized receivables or substantially ‘‘Net precontribution gain’’ is the net gain
has an adjusted basis to the partnership ofappreciated inventory items to a partner that the distributee partner would have recog-
$8,000. His basis for the distributed property isin exchange for any part of the partner’s nized if all the partnership property contributed
limited to $6,000 ($10,000 –  $4,000, the cashinterest in other partnership property, in- by that partner within 5 years of the distribu-

cluding money, or tion, and held by the partnership immediately he receives).
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Complete liquidation of partner’s interest. $12,000, and unrealized receivables having a $4,000 of the $17,000 he paid was attributable
The basis of property received in complete liq- to his share of inventory with a basis to thebasis to the partnership of $8,000. The basis
uidation of a partner’s interest is the adjusted partnership of $3,500.of her partnership interest is first reduced to
basis of the partner’s interest in the partner- $6,000 by the $12,000 cash she receives. This Within 2 years after acquiring his interest,
ship reduced by any money distributed to the $6,000 basis is then divided proportionately Bob withdrew from the partnership and for his
partner in the same transaction. between the inventory items and the unreal- entire interest received cash of $1,500, inven-

ized receivables. Her basis for the inventory tory with a basis to the partnership of $3,500,
items is $3,600 [(12,000 ÷  20,000) ×  $6,000] and other property with a basis of $6,000. ThePartner’s holding period.  A partner’s hold-
. Her basis for the unrealized receivables is value of the inventory received was 25% ofing period for property distributed to the part-
$2,400 [(8,000 ÷  20,000) × $6,000]. the value of all partnership inventory. (It is im-ner includes the period the property was held

material whether the inventory he receivedPartner’s interest more than partner-by the partnership. If the property was contrib-
was on hand when he acquired his interest.)ship basis.  If the basis of a partner’s interestuted to the partnership by a partner, then the

to be divided in a complete liquidation of theperiod it was held by that partner is also Since the partnership from which Bob with-
partner’s interest is more than the partner-included. drew did not make the optional adjustment to
ship’s adjusted basis for the unrealized receiv- basis, he chose to adjust the basis of the in-
ables and inventory items distributed, and if no ventory received. His share of the partner-Basis divided among properties.  If the ba-
other property is distributed to which the part- ship’s basis for the inventory is increased bysis of property received is the adjusted basis
ner can apply the remaining basis, the partner $500 (1/4 of the $2,000 difference between theof the partner’s interest in the partnership (re-
has a capital loss to the extent of the remain- $16,000 fair market value of the inventory andduced by money received in the same transac-
ing basis of the partnership interest. its $14,000 basis to the partnership at the timetion), it must be divided among the properties

he acquired his interest). The adjustment ap-distributed to the partner. The basis must first
plies only for purposes of determining his newSpecial adjustment to basis of property re-be allocated to unrealized receivables and in-
basis in the inventory, and not for purposes ofceived.  A partner who acquired any part of hisventory items included in the distribution.
partnership gain or loss on disposition.or her partnership interest in a sale or ex-The unrealized receivables or inventory

The total amount to be allocated amongchange or upon the death of another partneritems generally cannot take a higher basis in
the properties Bob received in the distributionmay be able choose a special basis adjust-the partner’s hands than their common ad-
is $15,500 ($17,000 basis for his interest lessment for the property. The special adjustmentjusted basis to the partnership immediately
$1,500 cash received). His basis in the inven-is made to the partnership’s basis only for thebefore the distribution. However, the items
tory items is $4,000 ($3,500 partnership basispurpose of figuring the partner’s basis in thecould have a higher basis if the distribution is
+  $500 special adjustment). The remainingtreated as a sale or exchange. See Special ad- property. In order for the partner to choose the

justment to basis of property received, later. $11,500 is allocated to his new basis for thespecial adjustment, the distribution must be
other property he received.made within 2 years after the partner acquiredAny basis not allocated to unrealized re-

the partnership interest. Also, the partnershipceivables and inventory items must then be di- Mandatory adjustment.  A partner does
must not have chosen the optional adjustmentvided among any other properties distributed not always have a choice whether or not to
to basis, discussed later under Adjusting theto the partner in the same transaction. The di- use this special adjustment to basis. The spe-

vision must be in proportion to their adjusted Basis of Partnership Property, when the part- cial adjustment to basis must be made for a
bases in the hands of the partnership before ner acquired the partnership interest. distribution of property, whether or not the dis-
the distribution. tribution is made within 2 years after the part-If a partner chooses this special basis ad-

nership interest was acquired, if all of the fol-justment, the partner’s basis for the propertyExample.  The adjusted basis of Ted’s
lowing conditions existed when the partnerdistributed is the same as it would have been ifpartnership interest is $30,000. In complete
received the partnership interest:the partnership had chosen the optional ad-liquidation of his interest, he receives $10,000

justment to basis. However, this assigned ba-in cash, his share of the inventory items having 1) The fair market value of all partnership
sis is not reduced by any depletion or depreci-a basis to the partnership of $12,000, and two property (other than money) was more
ation that would have been allowed orparcels of land having adjusted bases to the than 110% of its adjusted basis to the
allowable if the partnership had previouslypartnership of $12,000 and $4,000. partnership.
chosen the optional adjustment.The basis of Ted’s partnership interest is

2) If there had been a liquidation of the part-A partner choosing this special basis ad-reduced to $20,000 by the $10,000 cash. This
ner’s interest immediately after it was ac-justment must attach a statement to his or her$20,000 basis is then divided among the
quired, an allocation of the basis of thattax return that the partner chooses under sec-properties he receives. The inventory items in
interest under the general rule (discussedtion 732(d) of the Internal Revenue Code tohis hands now have a basis of $12,000. To di-
earlier under Basis divided among proper-adjust the basis of property received in a distri-vide the balance of $8,000, he first adds the
ties) would have decreased the basis ofbution. The statement must show the compu-partnership’s bases for the land ($12,000 +
property that could not be depreciated,tation of the special basis adjustment for the$4,000 =  $16,000). The bases of the two par-
depleted, or amortized and increased theproperty distributed and list the properties tocels of land in his hands are $6,000 [(12,000
basis of property that could be.which the adjustment has been allocated. The÷  16,000) ×  $8,000] and $2,000 [(4,000 ÷

choice must be made with the partner’s tax re-16,000) ×  $8,000], respectively. 3) The optional basis adjustment, if it had
turn for the year of the distribution if the distri-Partner’s interest less than partnership been chosen by the partnership, would
bution includes any property subject to depre-basis.  If the partnership’s adjusted basis for have changed the partner’s basis for the
ciation, depletion, or amortization. If thethe unrealized receivables and inventory items property actually distributed.
choice does not have to be made for the distri-distributed to a partner is more than the ad-
bution year, it must be made with the return forjusted basis of the partner’s interest (reduced Marketable securities.  A partner’s basis in
the first year in which the basis of the distrib-by any money distributed), the latter amount is marketable securities received in a partner-
uted property is pertinent in determining theallocated among these items in proportion to ship distribution, as determined in the preced-
partner’s income tax.the partnership’s adjusted bases for the items. ing discussions, is increased by any gain rec-

The partner’s basis for any other distributed Example.  Bob purchased a 25% interest ognized by treating the securities as money.
property is zero. in X partnership for $17,000 cash. At the time See Marketable securities treated as money

of the purchase, the partnership owned inven-Example.  Jenny’s basis for her partner- under Partner’s Gain or Loss, earlier. The ba-
tory having a basis to the partnership ofship interest is $18,000. In a distribution in liq- sis increase is allocated among the securities

uidation of her entire interest, she receives $14,000 and a fair market value of $16,000. in proportion to their respective amounts of
$12,000 cash, her share of inventory items His purchase price reflected $500 of this dif- unrealized appreciation before the basis
having an adjusted basis to the partnership of ference [($16,000 –  $14,000) × 1/ 4]. Thus, increase.
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Minimum payment.  If a partner is to receive a Example 2.  Mike is a calendar year tax-
minimum payment from the partnership, the payer who is a partner in a partnership. TheTransactions Between
guaranteed payment is the amount by which partnership is on a fiscal year that ends Janu-

Partnership and the minimum payment is more than the part- ary 31, 1996. Mike received guaranteed pay-
ner’s distributive share of the partnership in- ments from the partnership from February 1,Partners come before taking into account the guaran- 1995, until December 31, 1995. He must in-
teed payment. clude these guaranteed payments in incomeFor certain transactions between a partner

for 1996 and report them on his 1996 incomeand his or her partnership, the partner is Example.  Under a partnership agreement,
tax return.treated as not being a member of the partner- Chris is to receive 30% of the partnership in-

Payments resulting in loss.  If a partner-ship. These transactions include: come, but not less than $8,000. The partner-
ship agreement provides for guaranteed pay-ship has net income of $20,000. Chris’s share,1) Performing services for or transferring ments to a partner and the payments result inwithout regard to the minimum guarantee, isproperty to a partnership if— a partnership loss in which the partner shares,$6,000 (30% ×  $20,000). The guaranteed

a) There is a related allocation and distri- the partner must:payment that can be deducted by the partner-
bution to a partner, and ship is $2,000 ($8,000 –  $6,000). Chris’s in- 1) Report the full amount of the guaranteed

come from the partnership is $8,000, and theb) The entire transaction, when viewed to- payments as ordinary income, and
remaining $12,000 will be reported by thegether, is properly characterized as oc- 2) Separately take into account the appro-other partners in proportion to their sharescurring between the partnership and a priate distributive share of the partnershipunder the partnership agreement.partner not acting in the capacity of a loss.If the partnership net income had beenpartner.
$30,000, there would have been no guaran-2) Transferring money or other property to a
teed payment since his share, without regardpartnership if— Sale or Exchange ofto the guarantee, would have been greater

a) There is a related transfer of money or than the guarantee. Property other property by the partnership to the
Special rules apply to a sale or exchange ofcontributing partner or another partner, Self-employed health insurance premiums. property between a partnership and certainand  Premiums for health insurance paid by a part- persons.

nership on behalf of a partner for services as ab) The transfers together are properly
partner are treated as guaranteed payments.characterized as a sale or exchange of Losses.  Losses will not be allowed from aThe partnership can deduct the payments as aproperty. sale or exchange of property (other than an in-business expense and the partner must in-

terest in the partnership) directly or indirectlyclude them in gross income. However, if thePayments by accrual basis partnership to between a partnership and a person whose di-partnership accounts for insurance paid for acash basis partner.  A partnership that uses rect or indirect interest in the capital or profitspartner as a reduction in distributions to thean accrual method of accounting cannot de- of the partnership is more than 50%.partner, the partnership cannot deduct theduct any business expense owed to a cash ba- If the sale or exchange is between twopremiums.sis partner until the amount is paid. However, partnerships in which the same persons di-For tax years beginning after 1994, a part-this rule does not apply to guaranteed pay- rectly or indirectly own more than 50% interestner who qualifies can deduct 30% of thements made to a partner, which are generally of the capital or profits in each partnership, nohealth insurance premiums paid by the part-deductible when accrued. deduction of a loss is allowed.nership on his or her behalf as an adjustment
In either case, if the purchaser later sellsto income. The partner cannot deduct the pre-

the property, any gain realized will be taxableGuaranteed Payments miums for any calendar month or part of a
only to the extent it is more than the loss thatGuaranteed payments are those made by a month in which the partner is eligible to partici-
was not allowed.partnership to a partner that are determined pate in any subsidized health plan maintained

without regard to the partnership’s income. A by any employer of the partner or the partner’s
Gains.  Gains are treated as ordinary incomepartnership treats guaranteed payments for spouse. For more information on the self-em-
in a sale or exchange of property directly or in-services, or for the use of capital, as if they ployed health insurance deduction, see chap-
directly between a person and a partnership,were made to a person who is not a partner. ter 10 in Publication 535.
or between two partnerships, if both of the fol-This treatment is for purposes of determining
lowing apply:gross income and deductible business ex- Note.  The deduction for health insurance

penses only. For other tax purposes, guaran- 1) More than 50% of the capital or profits in-costs for self-employed persons has been per-
teed payments are treated as a partner’s dis- terest in the partnership(s) is directly or in-manently extended. You may be able to file an
t r ibu t i ve  share  o f  o rd inary  income. directly owned by the same person(s),amended return (Form 1040X) to take the
Guaranteed payments are not subject to in- and25% deduction on your 1994 tax return.
come tax withholding.

2) The property in the hands of the trans-Guaranteed payments are generally de-
feree immediately after the transfer is notIncluding payments in partner’s income.ductible by the partnership on line 10 of Form
a capital asset. Property that is not a capi-Guaranteed payments are included in income1065 as a business expense. They are also
tal asset includes accounts receivable, in-in the partner’s tax year in which the partner-listed on Schedules K and K–1 of the partner-
ventory, stock-in-trade, and depreciableship’s tax year ends.ship return. Guaranteed payments are re-
or real property used in a trade orported by the individual partner on Schedule E Example 1.  Under the terms of a partner-
business.(Form 1040) as ordinary income, along with ship agreement, Erica is entitled to a fixed an-

the appropriate distributive share of the other nual payment of $10,000 without regard to the
ordinary income from the partnership. income of the partnership. Her distributive

More than 50% ownership.   To determine ifGuaranteed payments made to partners share of the partnership income is 10%. The
there is more than 50% ownership in partner-for organizing the partnership or syndicating partnership has $50,000 of ordinary income
ship capital or profits, the following rules apply.interests in the partnership are capital ex- after deducting the guaranteed payment. She

penses and are not deductible by the partner- must include ordinary income of $15,000 on 1) An interest directly or indirectly owned by
ship. However, these payments must be in- her individual income tax return for her tax or for a corporation, partnership, estate,
cluded in the partners’ individual income tax year in which the partnership’s tax year ends or trust is considered to be owned propor-
returns. See Organization expenses and syn- ($10,000 guaranteed payment +  $5,000 tionately by or for its shareholders, part-
dication fees, earlier. ($50,000 ×  10%) distributive share). ners, or beneficiaries.
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2) An individual is considered to own the in- stock, securities, or other property to a part- Distribution of contributed property to an-
other partner.  For property contributed to aterest that is directly or indirectly owned nership is not recognized.
partnership after October 3, 1989, the contrib-by or for the individual’s family. For this A partnership is treated as an investment
uting partner must recognize gain or loss on arule, ‘‘family’’ includes only brothers, sis- company if over 80% of the value of its assets,
distribution of the property to another partnerters, half-brothers, half-sisters, spouses, excluding cash and nonconvertible debt obli-
within 5 years of the contribution. The gain orancestors, and lineal descendants. gations, is held for investment and consists of
loss is equal to the amount the contributingreadily marketable stocks, securities, or inter-3) If a person is considered to own an inter-
partner would have recognized if the propertyests in regulated investment companies orest using rule (1), that person (the ‘‘con-
had been sold for its fair market value when itreal estate investment trusts. Whether a part-structive owner’’) is treated as if actually was distributed. The character of the gain ornership is an investment company under thisowning that interest when rules (1) and (2) loss will be the same as the character thattest is ordinarily determined immediately afterare applied. However, if a person is con- would have resulted if the partnership had soldthe transfer of property.sidered to own an interest using rule (2), the property to the distributee partner. Appro-These rules apply to both limited partner-that person is not treated as actually own- priate adjustments must be made to the ad-ships and general partnerships, regardless ofing that interest in reapplying rule (2) to justed basis of the contributing partner’s part-whether they are privately formed or publiclymake another person the constructive nership interest and to the adjusted basis ofsyndicated.owner. the property distributed to reflect the recog-
nized gain or loss.

Basis of contributed property.  If a partnerExample.  Individuals A and B and Trust T
contributes property to a partnership, the part-are equal partners in Partnership ABT. A’s Disposition of certain contributed prop-
nership’s basis for determining depreciation,husband, AH, is the sole beneficiary of Trust T. erty.  For unrealized receivables, inventory
depletion, and gain or loss for the property isTrust T’s partnership interest will be attributed items, and certain capital loss property con-
the same as the partner’s adjusted basis ofto AH only for the purpose of further attributing tributed by a partner to a partnership, the char-
the property when it was contributed, in-the interest to A. This attribution makes A a acter of the partnership’s gain or loss on a
creased by any gain recognized by the partnermore-than-50% partner. This means that any later disposition is determined by the following
at that time.deduction for losses on transactions between rules.

her and ABT will not be allowed, and any gains 1) Unrealized receivables. For propertyAllocations to account for precontributionwill be treated as ordinary rather than capital that was an unrealized receivable in the
gain or loss.  The fair market value of propertygains. hands of the contributing partner, any
at the time it is contributed may be different gain or loss on a disposition by the part-
from the partner’s adjusted basis. The partner-Additional information.  For more informa- nership is ordinary income or loss. Unreal-
ship must allocate among the partners any in-tion on these special rules, see Sales and Ex- ized receivables are defined later under
come, deduction, gain, or loss on the propertychanges Between Related Parties in chapter 2 Payments for Unrealized Receivables
in a manner that will account for the differ-of Publication 544. and Inventory Items. When reading the
ence. This rule also applies to contributions of definition, substitute ‘‘partner’’ for
accounts payable and other accrued but un- ‘‘partnership.’’Contribution of Property 
paid items of a cash basis partner.

Usually, neither the partners nor the partner- 2) Inventory items. For property that wasHowever, the total depreciation, depletion,
ship recognize a gain or loss when property is an inventory item in the hands of the con-gain, or loss allocated to partners cannot be
contributed to the partnership in exchange for tributing partner, a gain or loss on a dispo-more than the depreciation or depletion allow-

sition by the partnership within 5 years af-a partnership interest. This applies whether a able to the partnership or the gain or loss real-
ter the contribution is ordinary income orpartnership is being formed or is already oper- ized by the partnership.
loss. Inventory items are defined later inating. The partnership’s holding period for the The partnership can use different alloca-
Payments for Unrealized Receivablesproperty includes the partner’s holding period. tion methods for different items of contributed
and Inventory Items.The contribution of limited partnership in- property. A single reasonable method must be

terests in one partnership for limited partner- 3) Capital loss property. For property thatconsistently applied to each item, and the
ship interests in another partnership qualifies was a capital asset in the contributingoverall method or combination of methods
as a tax-free contribution of property to the partner’s hands, any loss on a dispositionmust be reasonable. See Regulations section
second partnership if the transaction is made by the partnership within 5 years after the1.704–3 for allocation methods generally con-
for business purposes. The exchange is not contribution is a capital loss. The capitalsidered reasonable.
subject to the rules explained later under Dis- loss is limited to the amount by which the

Example.  Sara and Gail form an equalposition of Partner’s Interest. partner’s adjusted basis for the property
partnership. Sara contributed $10,000 in cash exceeded the property’s fair market value
to the partnership and Gail contributed depre-Gain or loss recognized.  A transaction may immediately before the contribution.
ciable property with a fair market value ofbe treated as an exchange of property on 4) Substituted basis property. If any of the$10,000 and an adjusted basis of $4,000. Thewhich gain or loss is recognized if a partner above property is disposed of by the part-partnership’s basis for depreciation is limitedcontributes property to a partnership and nership in a nonrecognition transaction,to the adjusted basis of the property in Gail’swithin a short period: these rules apply if the recipient of thehands, $4,000.

1) Before or after the contribution, other property disposes of any substituted ba-In effect, Sara purchased an undivided
property is distributed to the contributing sis property resulting from theone-half interest in the depreciable property
partner and the contributed property is transaction.with her contribution of $10,000. Assuming
kept by the partnership, or that the depreciation rate is 10% a year under

2) After the contribution, the contributed the General Depreciation System (GDS), she
property is distributed to another partner. Contribution of Services would have been entitled to a depreciation de-

duction of $500 per year, based on her interest A partner can acquire an interest in partner-
in the partnership.Contribution to investment company. ship capital or profits as compensation for ser-

Gain is recognized when property is contrib- However, since the partnership is allowed vices performed or to be performed.
uted (in exchange for an interest in the part- only $400 per year of depreciation (10% of
nership) to a partnership that would be treated $4,000), no more than $400 can be allocated Capital interest.  A capital interest is an inter-
as an investment company if it were incorpo- between the partners. The entire $400 must est that would give the holder a share of the
rated. A loss realized on a contribution of be allocated to Sara. proceeds if the partnership’s assets were sold
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at fair market value and the proceeds were Example 1.  John acquired a 20% interest 5) The partner’s share of any section 179
distributed in a complete liquidation of the expenses, even if the partner cannot de-in a partnership by contributing property that
partnership. This determination generally is duct the entire amount on his or her indi-had an adjusted basis to him of $8,000 and a
made at the time of receipt of the partnership vidual income tax return.$4,000 mortgage. The partnership assumed
interest. The fair market value of such an inter- payment of the mortgage. The basis of John’s
est must generally be included in the partner’s interest is: Book value of partner’s interest.  The ad-
gross income in the first tax year in which the justed basis of a partner’s interest is deter-

Adjusted basis of contributed property . . . . . $8,000partner can transfer the interest or the interest mined without considering any amount shown
Minus:  Part of mortgage assumed by otheris not subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture. in the partnership books as a capital, equity, or

partners (80% of $4,000) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,200The partnership interest transferred as com- similar account.
pensation for services is subject to the rules Basis of John’s partnership interest . . . . . $4,800 Example.  Sam contributes to a partner-discussed in chapter 2 of Publication 535

ship property that has an adjusted basis ofunder Payment in Restricted Property.
$400 and a fair market value of $1,000. HisExample 2.  If, in the above example, theThe fair market value of an interest in part-
partner contributes $1,000 cash. While eachproperty John contributed had a $12,000nership capital transferred to a partner as pay-
partner has increased his capital account bymortgage, the basis of his partnership interestment for services to the partnership is a guar-
$1,000, which will be reflected in the partner-would be zero. The $1,600 difference betweenanteed payment, discussed earlier.
ship books, the adjusted basis of Sam’s inter-the amount of the mortgage assumed by the
est is only $400 and the adjusted basis of hisother partners, $9,600 (80% ×  $12,000), andProfits interest.  A profits interest is a partner-
partner’s interest is $1,000.his basis of $8,000 would be treated as capitalship interest other than a capital interest. If a

gain from the sale or exchange of a partner-person receives a profits interest for providing
ship interest. However, this gain would not in- When determined.  The adjusted basis of aservices to or for the benefit of a partnership in
crease the basis of his partnership interest. partner’s partnership interest is ordinarily de-a partner capacity or in anticipation of being a

termined at the end of the partnership’s taxpartner, the receipt of such an interest is not a
year. However, if there has been a sale or ex-taxable event for the partner or the partner- Interest acquired by gift, etc.  If a partner ac-
change of all or part of the partner’s interest orship. However, this does not apply if: quires an interest in a partnership by gift, in-
a liquidation of his or her entire interest in aheritance, or under any circumstance other1) The profits interest relates to a substan-
partnership, the adjusted basis is determinedthan by a contribution of money or property totially certain and predictable stream of in-
on the date of the sale, exchange, orthe partnership, the partner’s basis must become from partnership assets, such as in-
liquidation.determined using the basis rules described income from high-quality debt securities or

Publication 551.a high-quality net lease,
Alternative rule for figuring adjusted basis.

2) Within 2 years of receipt, the partner dis-  In certain cases, the adjusted basis of a part-
poses of the profits interest, or Adjusted Basis nership interest can be figured by using the

3) The profits interest is a limited partnership The partner’s original basis is increased or de- partner’s share of the adjusted basis of part-
interest in a publicly traded partnership. creased by the following items. nership property that would be distributed if

the partnership terminated.
This alternative rule can be used if either ofIncreases.  The basis of an interest in a part-

the following applies:nership is increased by the partner’s:

Basis of Partner’s 1) The circumstances are such that the part-1) Additional contributions to the partner-
ner cannot practicably apply the generalship, including an increased share of orInterest basis rules.assumption of partnership liabilities.

The basis of a partner’s interest in a partner- 2) It is, in the opinion of the IRS, reasonable2) Distributive share of both taxable and
ship is determined by the following rules.  to conclude that the result produced willnontaxable partnership income.

not vary substantially from the result
3) Distributive share of the excess of the de-Original Basis under the general basis rules.

ductions for depletion over the basis of
The original basis of a partnership interest ac-

the depletable property.
quired by a contribution of property, including Adjustments may be necessary in figuring
money, is the money a partner contributed the adjusted basis of a partnership interest
plus the adjusted basis of any property he or under the alternative rule. For example, ad-

Decreases.  The partner’s basis is decreasedshe contributed. If the property contribution re- justments would be required to include in the
(but never below zero) by:sults in recognized gain to the partner, this partner’s share of the adjusted basis of part-

gain is included in the basis of his or her inter- nership property any significant discrepancies1) The amount of money (including a de-
est. Any increase in a partner’s individual liabil- that resulted from contributed property, trans-creased share of partnership liabilities or
ities because of an assumption of partnership fers of partnership interests, or distributions ofan assumption of the partner’s individual
liabilities is also treated as a contribution of property to the partners.liabilities by the partnership) and the ad-
money to the partnership by the partner. justed basis of property distributed to the

partner by the partnership. Effect of PartnershipPartner’s liabilities assumed by partner-
2) The partner’s distributive share of theship.  If the property contributed is subject to a Liabilities 

partnership losses (including capitaldebt or if a partner’s liabilities are assumed by A partner’s basis in a cash basis partnershiplosses).the partnership, the basis of that partner’s in- includes a partnership liability only if, and to
terest is reduced (but not below zero) by the li- 3) The partner’s distributive share of nonde- the extent that, the liability:
ability assumed by the other partners. This ductible partnership expenses that are

1) Creates or increases the partnership’spartner must reduce his or her basis because not capital expenditures.
basis in any of its assets,the assumption of the liability is treated as a

4) The amount of the partner’s deduction fordistribution of money to that partner. The other 2) Gives rise to a current deduction to thedepletion for any partnership oil and gaspartners’ assumption of the liability is treated partnership, orwells, up to the proportionate share of theas a contribution by them of money to the part-
adjusted basis of the wells allocated tonership. See Effect of Partnership Liabilities, 3) Gives rise to a nondeductible, noncapital
the partner.later. expense of the partnership.
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 The term ‘‘assets’’ in (1) above includes capi- 7) A fiduciary and a beneficiary of two sepa- additional $60,000 of basis in the partner-
talized items allocable to future periods, such ship’s depreciable property.rate trusts if the same person is a grantor
as organization expenses. If neither partner has an economic risk ofof both trusts.

A partner’s share of accrued but unpaid ex- loss in the liability, it is a nonrecourse liability.8) A fiduciary of a trust and a corporation,
penses or accounts payable of a cash basis Each partner’s basis would include his or her80% or more in value of the outstanding
partnership are not included in the adjusted share of the liability, $30,000.stock of which is owned, directly or indi-
bas is  of  the par tner ’s  in terest  in  the If Jane is required to pay the creditor if therectly, by or for the trust or a grantor of the
partnership. partnership defaults, she has an economic risktrust.

of loss in the liability. Her basis in the partner-
9) A person and a tax-exempt educational or ship would be $80,000 ($20,000 +  $60,000),Liabilities increased.  If a partner’s share of

charitable organization that is controlled while Ted’s basis would be $20,000.partnership liabilities increases, or a partner’s
directly or indirectly by such person or by Limited partner.  A limited partner gener-individual liabilities increase because he or
members of the family of such person. ally has no obligation to contribute additionalshe assumes partnership liabilities, this in-

capital to the partnership and therefore doescrease is treated as a contribution of money by 10) A corporation and a partnership if the
not have an economic risk of loss in partner-the partner to the partnership. same persons own 80% or more in value
ship liabilities.of the outstanding stock of the corpora-

Liabilities decreased.  If a partner’s share of tion and 80% or more of the capital or
More information.  For more information onpartnership liabilities decreases, or a partner’s profits interest in the partnership.
the effect of partnership liabilities, includingindividual liabilities decrease because the

11) Two S corporations or an S corporation rules for limited partners and examples, seepartnership assumes his or her individual lia-
and a C corporation if the same persons sections 1.752–1 through 1.752–5 of the In-bilities, this decrease is treated as a distribu-
own 80% or more in value of the out- come Tax Regulations.t ion  o f  money  to  the  par tner  by  the
standing stock of each corporation.partnership.

12) A partnership and a person owning, di-
rectly or indirectly, 80% or more of thePartner’s share of liabilities.   A partner’s Disposition of Partner’scapital or profits interest in theshare of any partnership liability depends on
partnership.whether the liability is a recourse or nonre- Interest 

course liability. 13) Two partnerships in which the same per- The following discussions explain the treat-Recourse liability.  A partnership liability sons own, directly or indirectly, 80% or ment of gain or loss from a disposition of an in-is a recourse liability to the extent that any more of the capital or profits interests. terest in a partnership.partner or related person has an economic
risk of loss for that liability. A partner’s share of

Abandoned or worthless partnership inter-such liability equals that partner’s share of the
Economic risk of loss.  A partner has an eco- est.  A loss incurred from the abandonment oreconomic risk of loss.
nomic risk of loss if that partner or related per- worthlessness of a partnership interest is anNonrecourse liability.  A partnership lia-
son, defined earlier, would be obligated ordinary loss only if:bility is a nonrecourse liability if no partner or
(whether by agreement or law) to make a net

related person has an economic risk of loss for 1) The transaction is not a sale or exchange.payment to the creditor or a contribution to the
that liability. A partner’s share of such a liability

partnership with respect to the liability if the 2) The partner has not received an actual orgenerally is determined by the partner’s ratio
partnership were constructively liquidated. A deemed distribution from the partnership.for sharing partnership profits.
partner who is the creditor for a liability that
would otherwise be a nonrecourse liability of If the partner receives even a de minimis ac-Assumption of liability.  A partner or related the partnership has an economic risk of loss in tual or deemed distribution, the entire loss is aperson is considered to assume a partnership that liability. capital loss.liability only to the extent that: Constructive liquidation.  Generally, in a

1) He or she is personally liable for it, and constructive liquidation, the following events Sale, Exchange,are treated as occurring at the same time:2) The creditor knows that the liability was
or Other Transfer assumed by the partner or a person re- 1) All partnership liabilities become payable

lated to the partner. The creditor must The sale or exchange of a partner’s interest inin full.
also be able to demand payment from the a partnership usually results in capital gain or

2) All of the partnership’s assets have apartner, and no other partner or person loss. However, see Payments for Unrealized
value of zero, except for property contrib-related to another partner may bear the Receivables and Inventory Items, later, for
uted to secure a liability.economic risk of loss on that liability im- certain exceptions. Gain or loss is the differ-

mediately after the assumption. 3) All property is disposed of by the partner- ence between the amount realized and the ad-
ship in a fully taxable transaction for no justed basis of the partner’s interest in the
consideration (except relief from liabilities partnership. If the selling partner is relieved ofRelated persons.  Related persons, for
for which the creditor’s right to reimburse- any partnership liabilities, the selling partnerthese purposes, include:
ment is limited solely to one or more as- must include the amount of the liability relief as1) An individual and his or her spouse, an-
sets of the partnership). part of the amount realized for his or hercestors, and lineal descendants.

interest.4) All items of income, gain, loss, or deduc-2) An individual and a corporation 80% or Example 1.  Fred became a limited partnertion are allocated to the partners.more in value of the outstanding stock of in the ABC Partnership by contributing
which is owned, directly or indirectly, by or 5) The partnership liquidates. $10,000 in cash on the formation of the part-
for such individual. nership. The adjusted basis of his partnership

Example.  Ted and Jane form a cash basis3) Two corporations that are members of interest at the end of the current year is
general partnership with cash contributions ofthe same controlled group. $20,000, which includes his $15,000 share of
$20,000 each. Under the partnership agree- partnership liabilities. The partnership has no4) A grantor and a fiduciary of any trust.
ment, they share all partnership profits and unrealized receivables or substantially appre-

5) Fiduciaries of two separate trusts if the losses equally. They borrow $60,000 and ciated inventory items. Fred sells his interest
same person is a grantor of both trusts. purchase depreciable business equipment. in the partnership for $10,000 in cash. He had

This debt is included in the partners’ basis in6) A fiduciary and a beneficiary of the same been paid his share of the partnership income
the partnership because incurring it creates antrust. for the tax year.
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The amount realized by Fred from the sale assets is capital gain and can be reported practitioner may have a substantial capital in-
under the installment method.of his partnership interest is $25,000, consist- vestment in the professional equipment or

ing of the $10,000 cash payment and his share physical plant of the practice, so long as the
of partnership liabilities of which he is relieved, capital investment is merely incidental to theLiquidation at Partner’s
$15,000. Since the adjusted basis of his inter- professional practice.

Retirement or Death est in the partnership is $20,000, he realizes a Partners’ valuation.  Generally, the part-
gain of $5,000, which he reports as a capital Payments made by the partnership to a retir- ners’ valuation of a partner’s interest in part-
gain. ing partner or successor in interest of a de- nership property in an arm’s-length agreement

ceased partner in return for the partner’s en- will be treated as correct. If the valuation re-Example 2.  The facts are the same as Ex-
tire interest in the partnership may have to be flects only the partner’s net interest in theample 1, except that instead of selling his in-
allocated between payments in liquidation of property (total assets less liabilities), it must beterest for $10,000, Fred withdraws from the
the partner’s interest in partnership property adjusted so that both the value of and the ba-partnership when the adjusted basis of his in-
and other payments. sis for the partner’s interest include the part-terest in the partnership is zero. In this situa-

For income tax purposes, a retiring partner ner’s share of partnership liabilities.tion he is considered to have received a distri-
or successor in interest to a deceased partner Gain or loss on distribution.  Upon thebution of money from the partnership of
is treated as a partner until his or her interest in receipt of the distribution, the retiring partner$15,000, the amount of his liability relief. Since
the par tnership has been complete ly or successor in interest of a deceased partnerthe partnership has no unrealized receivables
liquidated. will recognize gain only to the extent that anyor substantially appreciated inventory items,

money (and marketable securities treated ashe reports a capital gain of $15,000.
Payments in liquidation of interest in part- money) distributed is more than the partner’s
nership property.  Payments made in liquida- adjusted basis in the partnership. The partnerPartnership election to adjust basis of part-
tion of the interest of a retiring or deceased will recognize a loss only if the distribution is innership property.  Generally, a partnership’s
partner in exchange for his or her interest in money, unrealized receivables, and inventorybasis in its assets is not affected by a transfer
partnership property are considered a distribu- items. No loss is recognized if any other prop-of an interest in the partnership, whether by
tion, not a distributive share or guaranteed erty is received.sale or exchange or because of the death of a
payment that could give rise to a deduction (orpartner. However, the partnership can elect to
its equivalent) for the partnership.make an optional adjustment to basis in the Other payments.  Payments made by the

Unrealized receivables and goodwill.year of transfer. See Adjusting the Basis of partnership to a retiring partner or successor
Payments in exchange for an interest in part-Partnership Property, later, for information on in interest of a deceased partner that are notnership property do not include amounts paidmaking the election. made in exchange for an interest in partner-for:

ship property are treated as distributive shares
1) Unrealized receivables of the partnership,Exchange of partnership interests.  An ex- of partnership income or guaranteed pay-

orchange of partnership interests generally does ments. This rule applies regardless of the time
not qualify as a nontaxable exchange of like- over which the payments are to be made. It2) Goodwill of the partnership, except to the
kind property. This applies regardless of applies to payments made for the partner’sextent that the partnership agreement
whether the interests are general or limited share of unrealized receivables and goodwillprovides for a payment for goodwill.
partnership interests or interests in the same not treated as a distribution.
or different partnerships. However, under If the amount is based on partnership in-Unrealized receivables are defined in Pay-
some circumstances, such an exchange may come, the payment is taxable as a distributivements for Unrealized Receivables and Inven-
be treated as a tax-free contribution of prop- share of partnership income. The payment re-tory Items, next. However, for this purpose,
erty to a partnership. See Contribution of Prop- tains the same character when reported by theunrealized receivables do not include the
erty, earlier. recipient that it would have had if reported byOther items treated as unrealized receivables

An interest in a partnership that has a valid the partnership. For more information, seelisted in that discussion.
election in effect under section 761(a) of the Partner’s Distributive Share, earlier, and Dis-This rule about unrealized receivables and
Internal Revenue Code to be excluded from all tributive Share in Year of Disposition, later.goodwill of the partnership applies to partners
the partnership rules of the Code is treated as If the amount is not based on partnershipretiring or dying on or after January 5, 1993,
an interest in each of the partnership assets income, it is treated as a guaranteed payment.(unless a written contract to purchase the retir-
and not as a partnership interest. See Election The recipient reports guaranteed payments asing partner’s interest in the partnership was
To Be Excluded From Partnership Rules under ordinary income. For additional information onbinding on January 4, 1993, and at all times
General Information, earlier. thereafter) only if: guaranteed payments, see Transactions Be-

tween Partnership and Partners, earlier.1) Capital is not a material income-produc-Installment reporting for sale of partner- These payments are included in income bying factor for the partnership, andship interest.  A partner who sells a partner- the recipient for his or her tax year that in-
ship interest at a gain may be able to report the 2) The retiring or deceased partner was a cludes the end of the partnership tax year for
sale on the installment method. For require- general partner in the partnership. which the payments are a distributive share or
ments and other information on an installment in which the partnership is entitled to deduct
sale, see Publication 537, Installment Sales. Thus, if the partner was not a general part- them as guaranteed payments.

The gain from the installment sale is ner or if capital is a material income-producing Former partners who continue to make
treated as part capital gain and part ordinary factor, the partnership will not receive a de- guaranteed periodic payments to satisfy the
income if the partnership’s assets included un- duction or its equivalent (distributive share) for partnership’s liability to a retired partner after
realized receivables and substantially appreci- the payments. the partnership is terminated can deduct the
ated inventory items. The term ‘‘unrealized re- Capital is not a material income-producing payments as a business expense in the year
ceivables’’ includes depreciation recapture factor if substantially all the gross income of paid.
income discussed in chapter 4 of Publication the business consists of fees, commissions, or
544. other compensation for personal services per-

Payments for UnrealizedAn allocation must be made to ensure that formed by a partner or the partnership’s em-
the income is correctly reported. The gain allo- ployees. The practice of his or her profession Receivables and Inventory
cated to unrealized receivables and substan- by a physician, dentist, lawyer, architect, or ac- Items  tially appreciated inventory items is generally countant is treated as a trade or business in

If a partner receives money or property in ex-ordinary income and must be reported in the which capital is not a material income-produc-
change for any part of a partnership interest,year of sale. The gain allocated to the other ing factor. This rule applies even though the
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the amount due to his or her share of the part- 1) The sales price of unrealized receivables, The inventory items—the accounts receiv-
nership’s unrealized receivables or substan- or able, trade notes receivable, and merchan-
tially appreciated inventory items results in or- dise—have a total adjusted basis of $11,0002) The value of the receivables received in a
dinary income or loss. This amount is treated and a fair market value of $14,100. The totaldistribution that is treated as a sale or
as if it were received for the sale or exchange value of al l  assets other than cash isexchange.
of property that is not a capital asset. $114,100. Because the fair market value of

This treatment applies to an amount due to the inventory items ($14,100) is more thanIf no agreement exists, an allowance mustunrealized receivables included in payments 120% of their adjusted basis ($11,000), thebe made for the estimated cost to completeto a retiring partner or successor in interest of partnership has substantially appreciated in-performance of the contract or agreement,a deceased partner only if that amount is not ventory items. The amount you receive forand for the time between the sale or distribu-treated as paid in exchange for partnership your interest in the inventory items that ex-tion and the time of payment.property. See Payments in liquidation of inter- ceeds your basis in them is ordinary income.
Example.  You are a partner in ABC Part-est in partnership property in the preceding

nership. The adjusted basis of your partner-discussion.
Notification of partnership.  If a partner ex-ship interest at the end of the current year is
changes a partnership interest attributable tozero. Your share of potential ordinary incomeUnrealized receivables.  Unrealized receiv-
unrealized receivables or substantially appre-from partnership depreciable property isables are any rights to payment not already in-
ciated inventory items for money or property,$5,000. The partnership has no other unreal-cluded in income for:
he or she must notify the partnership in writing.ized receivables or substantially appreciated1) Goods delivered or to be delivered to the This must be done within 30 days of the trans-inventory items. You sell your interest in theextent the payment would be treated as action or, if earlier, by January 15 of the calen-partnership for $10,000 in cash and you reportreceived for property other than a capital dar year following the calendar year of thethe entire amount as a gain since your ad-asset, or exchange.justed basis in the partnership is zero. You re-

2) Services rendered or to be rendered. port as ordinary income your $5,000 share of
Information return required of partnership.potential ordinary income from the partner-

These rights must have arisen under a ship’s depreciable property. The remaining  When a partnership is notified of an exchange
contract or agreement that existed at the time $5,000 gain is a capital gain. of partnership interests involving unrealized
of sale or distribution, even though the part- receivables or substantially appreciated in-
nership may not be able to enforce payment ventory items, the partnership must file FormInventory items that have appreciated sub-
until a later date. For example, unrealized re- stantially in value.  Inventory items of the 8308, Report of a Sale or Exchange of Certain
ceivables include accounts receivable of a

partnership are considered to have appreci- Partnership Interests. Form 8308 is filed withcash method partnership and rights to pay-
ated substantially in value if, at the time of the Form 1065 for the tax year that includes thement for work or goods begun but incomplete
sale or distribution, their total fair market value last day of the calendar year in which the ex-at the time of the sale or distribution of the
is more than 120% of the partnership’s ad- change took place. If notified of an exchangepartner’s share.
justed basis for the property. However, if a after filing Form 1065, the partnership must fileThe basis for any unrealized receivables
principal purpose for acquiring inventory prop- Form 8308 separately, within 30 days of theincludes all costs or expenses for the receiv-
erty is to avoid ordinary income treatment by notification.ables that were paid or accrued but not previ-
reducing the appreciation to less than 120%, On Form 8308, the partnership states theously taken into account under the partner-
that property is excluded. date of the exchange and the names, ad-ship’s method of accounting.

Items included as inventory.  Inventory dresses, and taxpayer identification numbersOther items treated as unrealized re-
items are not just stock-in-trade of the partner- of the partnership filing the return and theceivables.  Unrealized receivables include the
ship. They include any property that is part of transferee and transferor in the exchange.amount of potential gain that would be ordi-
inventory on hand at the end of the tax year or The partnership must also provide a copy ofnary income if the following partnership prop-
that is held primarily for sale to customers in Form 8308 (or a written statement with theerty were sold at its fair market value on the
the normal course of business. They include same information) to each transferee anddate of the payment:
any asset which, if sold or exchanged by the transferor by the later of January 31 following1) Mining property for which exploration ex- partnership, would not be a capital asset or the end of the calendar year or 30 days after itpenses were deducted. section 1231 property (real or depreciable receives notice of the exchange.
business property held more than 1 year). For2) Stock in a Domestic International Sales Penalties.  There is a penalty of up to $50
example, accounts receivable acquired forCorporation (DISC). for each failure to timely file or include com-
services or from the sale of inventory and un-3) Certain farmland for which expenses for plete and correct information on a required in-
realized receivables are inventory items. In-soil and water conservation or land clear- formation return, up to a maximum of
ventory items also include any other propertying were deducted. $250,000 for any calendar year. The penaltyheld by the partnership that would be consid-

may be reduced if the failure is corrected4) Franchises, trademarks, or trade names. ered inventory if held by the selling or distribu-
within specified time periods. If the averagetee partner.5) Oil, gas, or geothermal property for which
annual gross receipts of the partnership forintangible drilling and development costs Example.  Assume that you sell your 1/3 the 3 tax years prior to the current year are $5were deducted. interest in your partnership. The partnership million or less, the maximum amount of the

uses an accrual method of accounting, has no6) Stock of certain controlled foreign penalty is $100,000. If the failure to file or in-
liabilities, and has the following assets:corporations. clude complete and correct information is in-

7) Market discount bonds and short-term tentional, the penalty can be more.Fair 
obligations. There is a penalty of $50 for each failure toAdjusted Market 

furnish a statement to a transferor or trans-8) Property subject to recapture of deprecia- Assets Basis Value 
feree, up to a maximum of $100,000 for anytion under sections 1245 and 1250 of the
calendar year.Cash $ 10,000 $ 10,000Internal Revenue Code.

A partner will be subject to a penalty of $50Accounts receivable 5,000 2,500
for each failure to notify the partnership of anTrade notes receivable 2,000 2,100Determining value.  Generally, any arm’s-
exchange of a partnership interest attributablelength agreement between the buyer and the Merchandise on hand 4,000 9,500
to unrealized receivables or substantially ap-seller (or between the partnership and the Land 80,000 100,000
preciated inventory items, up to a maximum ofpartner receiving the distribution) will establish

Total assets $101,000 $124,100
$100,000 for any calendar year.the amount or value of:
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These penalties will not apply if it is shown the cash method of accounting, so the receiv- must be determined by prorating the items on
that the failure was due to reasonable cause ables had a basis of zero to Bill. If the receiv- a daily basis. That daily portion is then allo-
and not to willful neglect. ables are later collected, or if Bill sells them, cated to the partners in proportion to their in-

For detailed guidance on penalties for fail- the amount received will be ordinary income. terests in the partnership at the close of each
ure to comply with the information reporting The 5-year rule, illustrated in Example 1, does day. This rule applies to the following items for
requirements, see Regulations sections not apply to accounts receivable. which the partnership uses the cash method
301.6721–1 through 301.6724–1. Substituted basis property.  If a distribu- of accounting.

tee partner disposes of unrealized receivables
1) Interest.Statement required of partner.  If a partner or inventory items in a nonrecognition transac-

sells or exchanges any part of an interest in a tion, the ordinary gain or loss treatment ap- 2) Taxes.
partnership having unrealized receivables or plies to a later disposition of any substituted

3) Payments for services or for the use ofsubstantially appreciated inventory items, he basis property resulting from the transaction.
property.or she must file a statement with his or her tax

return for the year in which the sale or ex- Distributive Share in Year Deceased partner.  If a partner dies, the part-change occurs. The statement must contain
ner’s estate or other successor in interest re-the following information. of Disposition  
ports on its return the decedent’s distributiveIf a partner disposes of his or her entire inter-1) The date of the sale or exchange, the
share of the partnership items for the partner-est in a partnership, the partner must includeamount of the partner’s adjusted basis for
ship year ending after the death occurred.his or her distributive share of partnershipthe partnership interest, and the part of

For example, if the partnership and theitems in taxable income for the tax year inthe basis that represents unrealized re-
partners all use the calendar year as their taxwhich membership in the partnership ends. Toceivables or substantially appreciated in-
year and one of the partners dies on June 10,compute the distributive share of these items,ventory items.
none of the income of the partnership for thatthe partnership’s tax year is considered ended

2) The amount of money and the fair market year will be reported in the final return of theon the date the partner disposed of the inter-value of any other property the partner re- deceased partner. All of it will be included inest. To avoid an interim closing of the partner-ceived or will receive for the interest in the the return of the partner’s estate or other suc-ship books, the partners can agree that thepartnership, and the part that is for unreal- cessor in interest.distributive share can be estimated by taking aized receivables or substantially appreci- However, if the partnership terminates withprorated amount of the items the partnerated inventory items. the death of a partner, the partnership yearwould have included in income if he or she had
3) The statement described earlier in Spe- closes for all partners. The deceased part-remained a partner for the entire partnership

cial adjustment to basis of property re- ner’s share of income for that year will be in-tax year.
ceived under Partner’s Basis for Distrib- cluded in the deceased partner’s final return. IfA partner who sells or exchanges only part
uted Property, if the partner computes the the decedent’s tax year is different from theof an interest in a partnership, or whose inter-
basis for the unrealized receivables or partnership’s, the decedent’s final return willest is reduced (whether by entry of a new part-
substantially appreciated inventory items include his or her share of partnership itemsner, partial liquidation of a partner’s interest,
under that provision. for both the partnership year ending with thegift, or otherwise), reports his or her distribu-

decedent’s death and any partnership yeartive share of partnership items by taking into4) If the partnership used the optional ad-
ending earlier in the decedent’s last tax year.account his or her varying interests during thejustment, the computation described later

Self-employment income.  A differentpartnership year.under Adjusting the Basis of Partnership
rule applies in computing a deceased part-Property, and a list of the partnership Example.  ABC is a calendar year partner-
ner’s self-employment income. Self-employ-properties to which the adjustment has ship with three partners, Alan, Bob, and Cathy.
ment income of a partner includes the part-been allocated. Under the partnership agreement, profits and
ner’s distributive share of income earned bylosses are shared in proportion to each part-
the partnership through the end of the monthPartner’s disposition of distributed unreal- ner’s contributions. As of January 1, this was
in which the partner’s death occurs. This isized receivables or inventory items.  In gen- 90% for Alan, 5% for Bob, and 5% for Cathy.
true even though the deceased partner’s es-eral, any gain or loss on a sale or exchange of On December 1, Bob and Cathy each contrib-
tate or heirs may succeed to the decedent’sunrealized receivables or inventory items a uted additional amounts so that the new profit
rights in the partnership. For this purpose,partner receives in a distribution is an ordinary and loss sharing ratios were 30% for Alan,
partnership income for the year in which again or loss. For this purpose, inventory items 35% for Bob, and 35% for Cathy. For its tax
partner dies is considered to be earneddo not include real or depreciable business year ended December 31, the partnership had
equally in each month.property, even if they are not held more than 1 a loss of $1,200. This loss occurred equally

year. Example.  Larry, a partner in WoodsPar, isover the partnership’s tax year. The loss is di-
Exception for inventory items held a calendar year taxpayer. WoodsPar’s fiscalvided among the partners as follows:

more than 5 years.  If a distributee partner year ends June 30. For the partnership year
sells inventory items that he or she held for Profit Part of Share ending June 30, 1995, Larry’s distributive
more than 5 years after the distribution, the or Loss Year Total of share of partnership profits is $2,000. On Au-
type of gain or loss depends on how they are Partner % × Held × Loss = Loss gust 18, 1995, Larry dies. For the partnership
being used on the date sold. The gain or loss is year ending June 30, 1996, the distributiveAlan 90 × 11/12 × $1,200 = $ 990
capital gain or loss if the property is a capital share of Larry and his estate is $3,000.30 × 1/12 × 1,200 = 30
asset in the partner’s hands at the time sold. Larry’s self-employment income to be re-

Example 1.  Ann receives, through dissolu- ported on Schedule SE (Form 1040) for 1995Bob 5 × 11/12 × 1,200 = 55
tion, inventory that has a basis of $19,000. is $2,500. This consists of his $2,000 distribu-35 × 1/12 × 1,200 = 35
Within 5 years, she sells the inventory for tive share for the partnership tax year ending
$24,000. The $5,000 gain is taxed as ordinary June 30, 1995, plus $500 (2/12 ×  $3,000) of theCathy 5 × 11/12 × 1,200 = 55
income. If she had held the inventory for more distributive share for the tax year ending June35 × 1/12 × 1,200 = 35
than 5 years, her gain would have been capital 30, 1996.
gain, provided the inventory was a capital as- However, Larry’s partnership income to be
set in her hands at the time of sale. reported on Form 1040 for 1995 is $2,000.Certain cash basis items prorated daily.  If

This is because his final return includes onlyany partner’s interest in a partnership changesExample 2.  Bill, a distributee partner, re-
his share of partnership income for the part-during the tax year, each partner’s share ofceived his share of accounts receivable when
nership year that ended within his last tax year.his law firm dissolved. The partnership used certain cash basis items of the partnership
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Transfers.  When there is a transfer of part-
nership interest because of a sale or ex-Adjusting the Basis of Form 1065
change or a partner’s death, the partnership
makes the optional adjustment by:Partnership Property   Example 
1) Increasing the adjusted basis of the part- This filled-in Form 1065 is for the AbleBakerGenerally, a partnership cannot adjust the ba-

nership property by: Book Store, a partnership composed of Franksis of its property because of a distribution of
property to a partner or because of a transfer Able and Susan Baker. The partnership usesa) The excess of the transferee’s basis for
of an interest in the partnership, whether by an accrual method of accounting and a calen-his or her partnership interest, over
sale or exchange or because of the death of a dar year for reporting income and loss. Frank
partner. The partnership can adjust the basis works full time in the business, while Susanb) The transferee’s share of the adjusted
only if it files an election to make an optional works approximately 25% of her time in it.basis of all partnership property, or
adjustment to the basis of its property upon Both partners are general partners.

2) Decreasing the adjusted basis of partner-the distribution or transfer. A partnership does The partnership agreement states that
ship property by:not adjust the basis of partnership property for Frank will receive a yearly guaranteed pay-

a contribution of property, including money, to ment of $20,000 and Susan will receivea) The excess of the transferee partner’s
the partnership. $5,000. Any profit or loss will be sharedshare of the adjusted basis of all part-

equally by the partners. The partners are per-nership property, over
sonally liable for all partnership liabilities. BothDistributions.  When there is a distribution of

b) The transferee’s basis for his or her partners materially participate in the operationpartnership property to a partner, the partner-
partnership interest. of the business.ship makes the optional adjustment by:

In addition to income and expenses from
1) Increasing the adjusted basis of the re- partnership business operations, AbleBakerThese adjustments affect the basis of part-

tained partnership property by: made a $650 cash charitable contribution andnership property for the transferee partner
received $50 tax-exempt interest from munici-only. They become part of his or her share ofa) Any gain recognized by the distributee pal bonds and $150 from dividends.the common partnership basis.partner on the distribution, plus Each partner’s distributive share of spe-
cially allocated items should be shown on theb) The excess, if any, of the partnership’s Making the election.  The optional adjust-
appropriate line of the partner’s Schedule K–1adjusted basis for the distributed prop- ment to basis is made by filing a written state-
and the total amount on Schedule K, insteaderty (immediately before the distribu- ment with Form 1065 for the tax year in which
of on page 1, Form 1065 or Schedule A or D.tion) over the basis of the property to the distribution or transfer occurs. For the
An item is specially allocated if it is allocated tothe distributee, or election to be valid, the return must be filed on
a partner in a ratio different from the ratio fortime, including extensions. The statement
sharing income or loss generally.2) Decreasing the adjusted basis of the re- must include the name and address of the

tained partnership property by: Frank completes the partnership’s Formpartnership, be signed by one of the partners,
1065 as explained in the following discussion.and state that the partnership elects undera) Any loss recognized by the distributee

section 754 to apply sections 734(b) andpartner on the distribution, plus
743(b) of the Internal Revenue Code. Once a Page 1  
valid election has been made, it applies in suc-b) The excess, if any, of the distributee

When the return is completed, the pread-ceeding years until it is revoked.partner’s basis for the distributed prop-
dressed label from the cover of the Form 1065If the election cannot be made on time, aerty over the partnership’s adjusted ba-
package mailed to the partnership is placed inpartner or the partnership can request an au-sis for the property (immediately before
the address area of the form. Any necessarytomatic extension of 12 months to make thethe distribution).
corrections should be made on the label. If theelection. See Revenue Procedure 92–85 for
partnership does not receive a Form 1065more information.

Timing of adjustment.  If a partnership package with a preaddressed label, the part-
completely liquidates the interest of a partner nership’s legal name as it appears in the part-Revoking the election.  The election may beby making a series of cash payments that are nership agreement and address should be en-revoked only with the approval of the IRS. Antreated as distributions of the partner’s inter- tered in this area. Frank supplies all theapplication to revoke the election must be filedest in partnership property, the basis adjust- information asked for at the top of page 1,with the director for the district in which thements to partnership property must corre- Form 1065.partnership return must be filed. This applica-spond in  t iming and amount  wi th the

tion must be filed within 30 days after the closerecognition of gain or loss by the retiring part-
of the partnership tax year for which the Income  ner, or a deceased partner’s successor in in-
change is to be effective. The application mustterest, with respect to those payments. The partnership’s ordinary income (loss) frombe signed by one of the partners and state why

the trade or business activity is shown on linesExample.  Alan owns a one-third interest in the partnership wishes to revoke the election.
1a through 8.the partnership Sylvan Associates. Sylvan has Examples of sufficient grounds for approv-

Line 1.  Gross sales of $409,465 are en-an optional adjustment to basis election in ef- ing the application include:
tered on line 1a. Returns and allowances offect. When Alan retires, Sylvan continues with-

1) A change in the nature of the business. $3,365 are entered on line 1b, resulting in netout dissolution and agrees to liquidate Alan’s
sales of $406,100, entered on line 1c.one-third interest in the partnership property 2) A substantial increase in assets. Line 2.  Cost of goods sold, $267,641, fromby making a series of cash payments to Alan
Schedule A, line 8, is entered here.that are treated as distributions. The total 3) A change in the character of the assets.

Line 3.  Gross profit of $138,459 is shownamount of payments Alan will receive is fixed
4) An increased frequency of retirements or on this line.and exceeds the adjusted basis of Alan’s in-

shifts of partnership interests. Line 7.  Interest income on accounts re-terest in the partnership.
ceivable, $559, is entered on this line. TheSylvan increases the adjusted basis of its
schedule that must be attached for this line isproperty by the amount of Alan’s recognized However, no application for revoking the
not shown.gain in each partnership tax year during which election will be approved if the purpose is pri-

Line 8.  Total income, $139,018 (lines 3Alan recognizes gain with respect to the marily to avoid decreasing the basis of part-
through 7), is shown on line 8.payments. nership assets upon a transfer or distribution.
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entered on l ine 1 and net purchases, Line 6.  Included in line 6 is the $50 tax-ex-Deductions 
$268,741, are entered on line 2. The total, empt interest income from municipal bonds re-The partnership’s allowable deductions are
$286,866, is entered on line 6. Ending inven- corded on the books but not included onshown next on lines 9 through 21.
tory, $19,225 (entered on line 7), is subtracted Schedule K, lines 1 through 7. Each partner’sLine 9.  All salaries and wages are in-
from line 6 to arrive at cost of goods sold, share of this interest is reported on his or hercluded on line 9, except guaranteed payments
$267,641 (entered on line 8 and on page 1, Schedule K–1 on line 19.to partners (shown on line 10). Frank lists
line 2). Line 9.  This is line 5 less line 8, $73,870.$29,350 on line 9. The partnership had no em-

Frank answers all applicable questions for This line is the same as Schedule K, line 25a.ployment credits to reduce that amount.
item 9.Line 10.  Guaranteed payments of $25,000

Schedule M–2  to partners Frank ($20,000) and Susan
($5,000) are entered here. A guaranteed pay- Schedule B  Schedule M–2 is an analysis of the partners’
ment for interest paid to a partner is entered capital accounts. It shows the total equity of allSchedule B contains 11 questions about the
here, not on line 15. partners at the beginning and end of the taxpartnership. Frank answers question 1 by

Line 11.  Repairs of $1,125 made to part- year and the adjustments that caused any in-marking the ‘‘General partnership’’ box. He
nership equipment are entered on this line. crease or decrease. The total of all the part-answers questions 2 through 11 by marking

Line 12.  During the year, $250 owed to the ners’ capital accounts is the difference be-the ‘‘No’’ boxes.
partnership was determined to be a wholly tween the partnership’s assets and liabilitiesQuestion 5 asks if the partnership meets all
worthless business bad debt. The $250 is shown on Schedule L. A partner’s capital ac-the requirements listed in items 5a, b, and c.
shown on line 12. If this had been a nonbusi- count does not necessarily represent the taxBecause the partnership’s total receipts were
ness bad debt, it would be included in the part- basis for an interest in the partnership.not less than $250,000, all three of these re-
nership’s separately stated short-term capital Line 1.  As of January 1, the total of thequirements are not met. Frank must complete
loss. partners’ capital accounts was $27,550 (FrankSchedules L, M–1, and M–2; item F on page 1

Line 13.  Rent paid for the business prem- — $14,050; Susan — $13,500). This amountof Form 1065; and item J on Schedule K–1.
ises, $20,000, is listed on this line. should agree with the beginning balance

Line 14.  Deductible taxes of $3,295 are shown on line 21 of Schedule L for the part-Page 3entered on this line. ners’ capital accounts.
Line 15.  Interest paid to suppliers during Line 3.  This is the net income per books.Schedule K  

the year totaled $1,451. This is business inter- Line 5.  This is the total of lines 1 through 4.Schedule K lists the total of all partners’
est, so it is entered on line 15. Interest paid to Line 6.  Each partner withdrew $26,440shares of income, deductions, credits, etc.
a partner that is not a guaranteed payment is (totaling $52,880) from the partnership. TheseEach partner’s distributive share of income,
also included on this line. withdrawals are shown here and on Scheduledeductions, credits, etc., is reported on

Lines 16a and 16c.  Depreciation of K, line 22. The partners’ guaranteed pay-Schedule K–1. The line items for Schedule K
$1,174 claimed on assets used in a trade or ments, which were actually paid, are not in-are discussed in combination with the Sched-
business is entered on these lines. Line 16b is cluded because they were deducted when fig-ule K–1 line items, later.
for depreciation listed elsewhere on the re- uring the amount shown on line 3. Any other
turn. Form 4562 is completed only if the part- distributions to the partners in cash or otherPage 4nership placed property in service during 1995 property would also be included here and on
or it claims any depreciation on a car or other Schedules K and K–1, lines 22 and 23.Schedules L, M–1, and M–2  
listed property. Form 4562 is not shown in this Line 9.  This shows the total equity of allPartnerships do not have to complete Sched-
example. partners as shown in the books of record as ofules L, M–1, or M–2 if all of the tests listed

Line 20.  Other allowable deductions of December 31. This amount should agree withunder question 5 of Schedule B are met and
$8,003 not listed elsewhere on the return and the year-end balance shown on line 21 ofquestion 5 is marked ‘‘Yes.’’ The AbleBaker
for which a separate line is not provided on Schedule L for the partners’ capital accounts.Book Store does not meet all of the tests, so
page 1 are included on this line. Frank at- Item J on Schedule K–1 reflects each part-these schedules must be completed.
taches a schedule that lists each deduction ner’s share of the amounts shown on lines 1
and the amount included on line 20. This through 9 of Schedule M–2.Schedule L  schedule is not shown.

Schedule L contains the partnership’s balanceLine 21.  The total of all deductions, Schedule K–1 sheets at the beginning and end of the tax$89,648 (lines 9 through 20), is entered on this
year. All information shown on the balance Schedule K–1 lists each partner’s share of in-line.
sheets for the AbleBaker Book Store should come, deductions, credits, etc. It also showsLine 22.  The amount on line 21 is sub-
agree with its books of record. Any differences where to report the items on the partner’s indi-tracted from the amount on line 8. The result,
should be reconciled and explained in a sepa- vidual income tax return. Illustrated is a copy$49,370, is entered on line 22 of page 1 and
rate schedule attached to the return. of the Schedule K–1 for Frank W. Able. All in-and on line 1 of Schedule K. The amount allo-

The entry in column (d) of line 14 for total formation asked for at the top of Schedule K–1cated to each partner is listed on line 1 of
assets at the end of the year, $45,391, is car- must be supplied for each partner.Schedule K–1.
ried to item F at the top of page 1 since the an- Since all line items on Schedule K–1 are
swer to question 5 on Schedule B was ‘‘No.’’ not applicable to every partnership, a substi-Signatures  

tute Schedule K–1 may be used. See the in-
Frank signs the return as a general partner. structions for Form 1065 for more information.Schedule M–1  The return must be signed by a general part-

Schedule M–1 is the reconciliation of incomener or limited liability company member. Also,
per the partnership books with income per Allocation ofanyone who is paid to prepare the return,
Form 1065.other than a full-time employee of the partner- Partnership Items 

Line 1.  This line shows the net income pership, must sign it. The AbleBaker Book Store
The partners’ shares of income, deductions,books of $48,920. This amount is from thedid not have a paid preparer.
etc., are shown next.profit and loss account (not shown in this

example).Page 2 Income (Loss) Line 3.  This line shows the guaranteed
Schedule A  payments to partners. Line 1.  This line on Schedule K–1 shows

Line 5.  This is the total of lines 1 through 4 Frank’s share ($24,685) of the income fromSchedule A shows the computation of cost of
of $73,920. the partnership shown on Form 1065, page 1,goods sold. Beginning inventory, $18,125, is
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line 22. The total amount of income to both partner’s share is entered on Schedule K–1. investment company, is entered here. Frank
partners is shown on line 1, Schedule K. enters the $50 municipal bond interest re-This partnership did not have any investment

Line 4b.  Dividends must be separately ceived by the partnership on Schedule K andinterest expense or other investment ex-
stated. They are not included in the income $25 on each partner’s Schedule K–1.penses. It did have investment income (divi-
(loss) of the partnership on Form 1065, page dends) of $150 as shown on line 4b, Schedule
1, line 22. This line on Schedule K–1 shows Distributions K. This amount is shown on line 12b(1),
Frank’s share, $75. This line on Schedule K Line 22.  Frank enters the $52,880 cashSchedule K, and the partner’s share is shown
shows the total dividends of $150. withdrawals made by the partners during theon line 12b(1), Schedule K–1.

Line 5.  This line on Schedule K–1 shows year on Schedule K. He enters the amount
only the guaranteed payments to Frank of each partner withdrew on the partner’s Sched-Net Earnings From Self-$20,000. This line on Schedule K shows the ule K–1.

Employment total guaranteed payments to both partners of
$25,000. Line 15a.  Net earnings (loss) from self- Analysis 

employment are figured using the worksheet Lines 25a–25b (Schedule K only).  An
Deductions in the Form 1065 instructions for Schedule K analysis must be made of the distributive items

Line 8.  During the year, the partnership (not shown). Frank and Susan’s net earnings on Schedule K. This analysis is based on the
made a $650 cash contribution to the Ameri- from self-employment are the total of the part- type of partner. Since the AbleBaker Book
can Lung Association. Each partner can de- nership income shown on line 1 of Schedule K Store has two individual partners, both of
duct all or part of his or her share of the part- and the guaranteed payments shown on line whom are ‘‘active’’ general partners, the total,
nership’s charitable contribution on his or her 5. This total, $74,370, is entered on Schedule $73,870, on line 25a is entered on line 25b(1),
individual income tax return if the partner item- column (b)i.K, and each individual partner’s share is
izes deductions. Frank’s share of the contribu- shown on his or her Schedule K–1. Each part-
tion, $325, is entered on line 8, Schedule K–1. ner uses his or her share to figure his or her
This line on Schedule K shows the total self-employment tax on Schedule SE (Form
contribution. 1040), Self-Employment Tax (not shown).

Investment Interest 
Tax-Exempt Interest Income Lines 12a–12b.  The partnership’s total in-

Line 19.  Tax-exempt interest income, in-terest on investment debt and items of invest-
cluding any exempt-interest dividends re-ment income and expenses are entered on
ceived from a mutual fund or other regulatedthe applicable lines of Schedule K, and each
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